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Property, is a construct of the society it serves. As that society changes. so does its 

conceptualization of property, shifting to refiect the changing needs of the populace. 

English colonialism made just such a re-conceptualization necessary. As colonial 

objectives changed from trading to settlernent and agriculture, the property needs of 

the settlerç also changed. Possession of Aboriginal land became essential to the 

prosperity of the European settiers. 

John Locke's writings on property provided English authorities with an ideological 

frarnework necessary to legitimate their expansionist activities and construct a 

colony-specific concept of property. Locke redefined property in Two Treafises of 

Govemmenf by arguing property in land is created through the application of 

European-style, agrarian labour. This theory excluded the Aboriginal occupant from 

ownership and created a version of natural law which justified appropriation of 

Aboriginal territory without consent. The success of this persuasive effort was 

illustrated in the colonial development of land tenure systems in Belize and Guyana. 
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1 aske whether in the wiid woods and uncultivated wast of America left to 

Nature, without any improvement, tillage or husbandry, a thousand acres will 

yield the needy and wretched inhabitants as many conveniences of iife as ten 

acres of equally fertile land do in Devonshire where they are well cultivated? 

John Locke, Two Treatises of Govemrnent, chip. V Of Property, para 37. 



Property, both as a theory and an institution, is a construct of the society it serves. 

As that society changes, so too does its conceptualization of property, shifting to 

reflect the changing needs of the populace. The advent of English colonialism in the 

seventeenth century made such a reconceptualization of property necessary. The 

initial motivation for colonization in the Arnericas was territorial expansion and trade, 

but as the colonial purpose changed from that of trading and nomadic resource 

exploitation to settled agrkultural pursuits, the property needs of colonizers and their 

attitudes to aboriginal lands changed also.' As one historian has argued, "[flrom 

this point onward, Englishmen came ... not merely to trade with the native or to 

extract the riches of the land but to build an enduring society ...p ennanent settlement 

required acquisition by whites of land - land which was in the possession of the 

l Scholars of Aboriginal history assert that this shift in attitudes towards 
aboriginal land in the last half of the seventeenth century was a direct consequence of 
the change in colonial ambitions in the new world. For detailed discussion on how the 
dispossession of the lndian became a central goal only after the colonial objectives in 
the newly explored territories shifted from trade and non-sedentary resource extraction 
to settlement see: F. Jennings, Early American Histov: lndian and Europeans: 
Selected Articles on Indian- Whife Relations in colonial North Amenca, ed. by P. Hoffer 
(New York: 1988) at 100-22, L. Pennington, The Westward Enterprise, English 
Activities in Ireland, the Atlantic, and Amenca (7480-7650), K.R. Andrews, N.P. Canny 
and P.H. Hair, eds., (Liverpool:1978) at 175-94, and Gary Nash, "The Image of the 
Indian in the Southem Colonial Mind", (1972) 29 William and Mary ~ua r t e r l ~ ,  at 197- 
230. 

Nash, supra note 1 at 209. 



Settlers needed the land already occupied by native inhabitants for their f a n s  and 

plantations. However, prior occupancy by aboriginals presented legal roadblocks 

for British appropriation. Under English cornmon law, land already occupied 

possession of another could not simply be taken by force. As will be discussed, the 

concept of property ownership was redefined in order to overcome the legal bars to 

appropriation of the land in the possession of the Aboriginals and to facilitate the 

colonial purpose of the European settlers. The need to settle the land and engage 

in agricultural development became the basis of England's legal argument against 

claims of prior ownership. 

Having recognized the obstacle that Aborignal prior occupation presented to colonial 

setlement objectives, John Locke provided the ideological justification for native 

dispossession by reconceptualizing the origin of property in his famous works Two 

Treatises of Govemment3 Traditional approaches to Locke's work failed to 

appreciate the extent to which his the0r-y of land ownership is constructed around 

his attempts to resolve the debate in England over the unique legal problems arising 

from British territorial expansion and the settlen' need for land in the new world. 

Locke, in his defence of the dispossession of natives, constructed a set of 

arguments intended to deflect claims that European rights to land in the new world 

were Iimited by the prior occupation of the Aboriginals. 

Peter Laslett, ed., John Locke, 
Texts in the History of Political Thought 

Two Treatises of Govemment, Cambridge 
(Cambridge: Cambridge Press, 1988) 



Colonialism is the central theme of Locke's theory of property, a theory fomed to 

justiv the appropriation of Aboriginal land without Aboriginal consent. Locke 

focuses on the difference between the social, cultural and land use practices of the 

Europeanç and of the Aboriginals, and then relies on that dichotomy to assess and 

formulate the proprietary rights of each. Locke Iegitirnizes these theorems for 

appropriation without consent by advancing a version of natural law which not only 

vindicates the theft of native territory, but obligates the non-Aboriginal settlers to 

pursue agricultural developrnent on land not their own. In order to resolve the novel 

property issues invoked by colonialism, Locke reconceptualizes traditional doctrines 
w 

of ownership, reinventhg the origin of legal possession in a rnanner guaranteed to 

favour the European. By espousing that European-syle agrarian labour creates 

both a superior claim to proprietorship and a permanent, exclusive right of 

ownership, Lockean theory provides the ideological basis for British appropriation. It 

delegitimizes Aboriginal property regimes and land use, thereby effectively 

excluding them from ownership. 

In order to prove this thesis, chapter one discusses the historical development of the 

concept of property. The origin of ownership, dictated by the common law doctrine 

of occupation, is explored and contrasted to the concepts of property, deveioped in 

the colonial context, in order to illustrate how the institution of property was 

redefined to suit the needs of a burgeoning colonial society. Chapter two examines 

the role of the new world and its aboriginal population in the development of Locke's 

4 



political thought. Locke's theory of property is critically analyzed to illustrate how his 

version of natural law legally excluded Aboriginals from ownership of the property 

they occupied. lt is also shown that Locke developed a theory of property in his 

famous Two Treatises of Govemment in order to justify the non-consensual 

appropriation of land occupied by the people indigenous to the colonies. 

Chapters three and four consider the implications of Locke's theory of property on 

the Aboriginal. These chapters also demonstrate the practical implications of that 

ideology on the colonial development of land tenure systems and the nature of 

Aboriginal title to land in the colonies of Belize and 6uyana. Finally, chapter four 

concludes that the adoption of the ideological framework provided by John Locke's 

theory of property legitimizes and justifies the full dispossession of Aboriginal 

occupants by colonial governments. The cultural and legal myths reiied upon to 

rationalize this otherwise illegal appropriation of land are still operating to deny 

territorial integrity to Aboriginals in the post-colonial era. 

For centuries after his death, Locke's idea of property became the rational 

foundation for English colonial appropriation of Aboriginal land. These same 

rationales were reflected in the policies and legislative schemes of colonial 

governments, expounded and expanded upon by leading legal theorists, and relied 

upon by the judiciary. The effect of this reconceptualization was devastating for the 

Aboriginals and resulted in their forced and systematic dispossession from the land 

5 



they had survived on for centuries. The legacy of these colonial efforts is felt in al1 

post-colonial nations whose Aboriginal populations still struggle to obtain some 

measure of territorial integrity. 

To this day, entire nations of Amerindians in Belize exist on srnall parcels of land 

upon which their very survival depends, but to which they have no legal title. They 

can still be dispossessed at the whim of a government. The situation is much the 

same in post-colonial Guyana. In 1996, a village of approxiamately 100 

Amerindians, situated on unreserved land in the Northwest region, were forcibly 
w 

evicted from the territory they had occupied since "great-great-great grandfather's 

timen by a foreign mining Company which had received license to the land from the 

Guyanese governmentm4 

Both the Amerindians of Belize and Guyana continue to Iive under a legislative 

scheme that is implemented by colonial govemments in order io strip the natives of 

their land and to ensure European property needs. These colonial govemments 

have long since dissolved, yet the marginalization of the Amerindian and insecurity 

of title remains. ldeological and legal refoms are increasingly imperative now, in 

This account was told to myself by members of the evicted village while I was 
living in Guyana and working with the National Amerindian Council. Now homeless, 
these farnilies had corne to the capital city to seek food and shelter at the Amerindian 
Hostel. They hoped that the National Amerindian Council could help them get their 
homeland back. The Council could not. 



this last decade of the 20th century, as the precious metal and forest products in the 

land Amerindian populations occupy become exceedingly desirable to foreign 

investors. 



ONE 

The meaning of property is not constant. The actual institution and the 
way people see it, and hence the meaning they give to the word, al1 
change over time. The changes are related to changes in the 
purposes in which society or the dominant classes in society expect 
the institution of property to serve.' 

The Concept of Property 

Property, both as a concept-and as an institution, is fjundamental to human social 

organizations. It forms an integral part of a complex system meant to serve and 

protect societal interests. Property bestows ownership, generates wealth and 

political power, and provides a vehicle for liberty and distributive justice. It serves 

basic human  instinct^,^ and, more recently, is known to be a wealth producing 

in~titution.~ It is a tool of social order and as such. its conceptualization is a 

C.B., Macpherson, Propeity, Mainstream and Cntical Positions, (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1978) ai 2. 

'The wish to mark out territory and to protect and value that territory, is one of 
Our basic instincts." Lord Owen, The ldea of Propedy in History and Modem m e s ,  
(London: Churchill Press. 1997) at 19. 

This idea that property is designed to 'do something' is not a novel one. As 
Carol Rose points out in her introductory cornments in C. Rose, Properfy and 
Persuasion (Oxford: Westview Press, 1994) at 347, such thinkers as Jeremy Bentham 
from the past, to modem law and economics guru, Richard Posner, al1 subscribe to it, 
differing only on its exact purpose. For a clear discussion on this environmental 
approach to understanding concepts such as property see: J.E. Penner The ldea of 



construct of the society it serves. 

Carol Rose has Iikened property to a "text," arguing it is the author of that text that 

the comrnon law rewards. She states that "in defining the acts of possession that 

make up a claim to property, the law not only rewards the author of the 'Yext"; it also 

puts an imprimatur on a particular syrnbolic system and on the audience that uses 

this sy~tern."~ As author of the text of property ownership, a society can manipulate 

the constitutive elements of ownership in order to originate property in acts suitable 

to its chosen audience, and decide which 'acts" unequivocally proclaim 
* 

appropriation. thereby dictating which audiences win and which lose. 

Like a web, property is woven out of strands of rights, duties and rules required to 

fulfill the needs of society. This creates a security of possession necessary to the 

stability of the social order it underlies. Yet the structure of any society does not 

remain constant. Hence, like the spider, a society, to ensure continueci stability and 

efkiency, alters the design and construction of this web as it adapts to changing 

social, political and economic environments. 

Human slavery provides a vivid example of how the concept and institution of 

Propertyin Law, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997) at 24. 

Rose, supra note 7 at 18. 
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property can evolve over time in response to the changing needs of the dominant 

classes. For many societies throughout history, the ownership of humans was a 

legitimate and economically essential manifestation of property. Today slavery is 

considered morally reprehensible; humans are no longer regarded as legitimate 

objects of possession. Consequently, institutionalized slavery no longer Ttsn within 

our modern conceptualization of property and is deemed an illegal f om of 

ownership by most cultures. 

The Doctrine of Occupation 

Until the end of the seventeenth century, when settllrnent became the prime 

objective of the colonists in the new world. occupation created property ownership. 

The common law had long since established a rule that "starts from the assumption 

that in the original position no person owns anything that is external to the self. The 

transition from non-ownership to ownership takes place unilaterally by individual 

acqui~ition."~ This notion that "being there first" somehow justifies ownership is a 

persistent and venerable one. 

In both Anglo-American and Roman law the action that originated property was 

called "first possessionn for land, or "the rule of capturen for wild animals and 

R. Epstein, Simple Rules fora Complex World, (Boston: Harvard University 
Press, 1995) at 60. 



material thingdO Cicero, in a classic articulation of this rule, compared the earth to 

a theatre, stating that Iike the earth, the theatre is common to all, but the particular 

seat one occupies is her own." British legal theorkt Sir William Blackstone agreed 

with Cicero and upheld the sanctity of original acquisition through occupation, 

writing, "[p]roperty, both in lands and movables, being thus originally acquired by the 

first taker ... remains in him, by the principles of universal law, till such time as he 

does some other act which shew an intention to abandon fi;'"' Occupation equalled 

ownership. 

O 

The legal relation of prior occupancy, or first possession under private law was 

mirrored in the international law of the time under the principle of effective 

occupation. Hugo Grotius, one of the fathers of international law, relied on Cicero's 

metaphor of a theatre to construct a principle of international law which defended 

colonial activity. Under Grotius' doctrine of effective occupation, European 

colonizers could, through occupancy, assert sovereignity over the new land and 

thus defeat any competing daims from other European powers.13 Colonizing powers 

" P.J. Proudhon, M a t  is Propedy, R. Kelly & B. Smith eds., (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1994) at 44. 

l2 W. Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of Engiand, Applicable to Real 
Prope* (London: Rowsell & Hutchinson, 1880) at 9. 

l3 Hugo Grotius, Ce Jure Belli ac Pacis Libri Tes, ed. James Brown Scott, The 
Classics of International Law Series, Washington DC: Washington Press, 1925) at 
Bk.11, Ch.ll, para.1. 



defined occupancy as use in order to assert sovereignty over land to be 

appropriated for colonization. They relied on this definition to defend their claim to 

other competing European nations and to indigenous inhabitants.I4 Again, 

occupancy equalled ownership. 

According to conventional authority, whether under private or public law. occupation 

or possession was the key element of ownership under English law, for a person in 

possession of land was presurned to be seised in fee simple, unless abandoned or 

unless a superior claim could be pro~en.'~ However, property ownership defined as 

occupation becarne a problern as colonialism progreSçed. Once the colonialist 

began to need the land already occupied by the Aboriginals, it becarne necessary to 

reformulate the definition of ownership in order to allow the daims of the colonist to 

supersede any daims of ownership by the Aboriginals. 

Colonial Concepts of Property and Ownership 

The British colonial experience dramatically illustrates how the dominant class 

' 1. Brownlie. Pnnciples of Public International Law, 6th ed. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge Unversity Press. 1993) at 141. 

l5 This is amply illustrated in property case law. Peacable Uncle v. Watson 
(181 1) 4 Taunt. 16, at 17; Doe Hallv. Penfold (1838) 8 Car. & P. 536, at 537; Doe d. 
Carter v. Barnard (1 849) 13 QB 945, at 953; Asher v. Whiflock (1 865) LR I QB 1, at 6. 
These authorities state that, under the common law, possession is prima facie evidence 
of seisin. See K. McNeil, Common Law Aboriginal Tife, at 9, footnote 8 & 13. 



authored a specific text of "ownership" to satisfy the property needs of a burgeoning 

colonial society. Property regimes irnplemented in the newly acquired British 

territories were not simply an importation of existing property law, but encompassed 

an idea of property which was conceptualized and institutionalized in a manner 

specific to, and customized for, the colonial experience. 

Initially, the primary reason for colonization was trade, but eventualfy this purpose 

was superseded by settlernent and agricultural development. Colonial territories 

evolved into vast agrarian factories in order to produce raw materials such as sugar, 

cotton, and tobacco for export to the metropolitan màrkets. This evolution of colonial 

purpose triggered a corresponding change in the property needs of the colonists. 

Since al1 the social, economic, legal and political institutions were geared to 

maintaining and entrenching this production-oriented, land intensive, profiteering 

purpose, these changes affected the relations of various social formations. In an 

agrarian factory the most central of these institutionalized social constructs is 

property, or more specifically, ownership of land. 

Before the British tumed to settlernent and agricultural pursuits, the colonial 

purpose of resource extraction and trading was neither disrupted nor impinged upon 

by Aboriginal occupation of their traditional territories. Generally speaking, while 

pursuing trade and resource extraction opportunities, the European did not need the 

land of the Aboriginal, therefore questions of ownership over land occupied by 

13 



Aborig inals did not arise. Aborig inal possession became problematic, however, 

when the colonial aim changed, and the English found thernselves competing with 

the native occupants of land they now needed for agricultural development. Under 

the English cornmon law doctrine of first possession, prior occupation conferred 

allodial title to Aboriginal inhabitants, a fact that was antithetical to the aims of the 

colonial participants. 

A debate over the right of English settlers simply to take Aboriginal land raged 

throughout the colonial era. As early as 1580 one of England's first promoters of 

colonization, George Peckharn, recognized that the cioctrine of occupancy provided 

moral and legal limitations on the Englishman's ability to take possession of land 

already occupied by natives. In an essay on colonialism, Peckham asked, "[bly 

what right can we enter into the land of these savages, take away their righfful 

inheritance from them, and plant ourselves in their places?"16 

In order overcome the implications of the doctrine of first occupancy. those who 

favoured the dispossession of Aboriginals from their land began to argue that 

colonial law defined possession in a manner that reflected European-style land use. 

The comrnon law "text" of ownership was rewritten to ensure the prior occupation of 

natives did not amount to ownership. It became "doubtful the claim of any nomadic 

l6 Quoted in W. Craven, "lndian Policy in Early Virginia", (1944) 1 William and 
Mary Quarterly, at 65. 



population could rneet the common law requirements for establishing property in 

land? To the Europeans invading the new world, the rnost familiar and convincing 

dernonstration of a physical relation to the land which signified possession and 

ownership was enclosed c~ltivation.'~ As Carol Rose noted, "the audience 

presupposed by the cornmon law of first possession is an agrarian or commercial 

people - a people whose activities with respect to the objects around them require 

an unequivocal delineation of lasting wntrol so that those abjects c m  be either 

managed or traded."Ig The ideological support for this colonial rewriting of the 

common law text of possession and ownership was provided in John Locke's 
* 

writings on property. 

l8 W. Cronon, Changes in the Land: Indians, colonist and the Ecology of New 
England, (Cambridge: Westview Press, 1983) at 56-58 & 62-63. 

Supra note 8 at 19. 



John Locke, Colonialism and the Concept of Property 

Although Locke is not to be considered the "father" of colonial native policies., his 

theory of property answers Peckham's question as tu "by what rightn native land 

could be taken. Locke's writings on property provided both a powerful theoretical 

justification for the dispossession of Aboriginal occuiants and gave the colonial 

authorities an ideological framework necessary to legitimate their expansionist 

activities, and to construct a colony-specific concept of p r~per ty .~~  

20 Legal theorists, politicians and the judiciary alike al1 relied on Locke's 
conceptualization of property to define the cultivation of land by colonists as the only 
legaimate means to clairn property. The politicians responsible for the policies 
regarding native land were shaped not only by direct reading of Locke, but also by 
writings of legal scholars who incorporated Locke's thought into their own analysis. One 
of the leading legal scholars in England at the time was Sir William Blackstone who 
quotes Locke at length in his Commenta~es on the Laws of England. Donald Lutz has 
illustrated the importance of Blackstone's Commenta- "ln a survey of al1 the 
published political writing in the founding era, Montesquieu and Blackstone were by far 
the most cornrnonly cited sources but that the next common were Locke and Hume." 
The second volume of Blackstone's work focuses on the origin and nature of property. 
Like Locke, he centers his analysis around the state of nature. His examples also 
include the Aboriginal and describes the state of nature as follows: " A state of primeval 
simplicity: as may be called from the manners of many American nations when first 
discovered by the Europeans ..." In his consideration of the soi1 itself, Blackstone uses 
the same biblical reference from the book of Genesis as Locke. He also daims that it is 
the need for soi1 that drives people to claim anotherls land. As Locke states, the basis 
for such a claim to property is labour: "Bodily labour of the occupant ... bestowed upon 



In his famous chapter, On Property, Locke re-conceptualizes property ownership in 

a way that guarantees the possessory claims of the colonizers. According to the 

Lockean theory of property, ownership of land originated through the application of 

personal labour, but not just any indiscriminate form of labour. Lockean possession 

is constituted only by enclosed, sedentaiy, agricultural pursuits. By this definition 

the non-sedentary subsistence farming and huntinglgathering practices of the native 

occupants did not constitute a use which amounted to possession. Traditional 

native land use became insufficient grounds for a daim of ownership, and 

appropriation was legitimated despite the prior occupation of the Aboriginal. 
9 

Since the first edition appeared in 1690, Locke's Two Treatises of Govemment has 

been printed over one hundred times, translated into eleven different languages, 

and has been an established classic of political and social theory to generations of 

students al1 over the ~ o r l d . ~ '  Locke's writings have played a major role in western 

political thought, exerting enormous historical influence, both in the growth and 

maturity of English liberalism and in the development of the movements leading to 

any subject which before lay in the common to al! men is universally ailowed to give the 
fairest and rnost reasonable title to an exclusive property therein." Population 
increased and necessitated the art of agriculture, and it was this agriculture which 
"established the idea of a more permanent property in the soil." Clearly Blackstone is 
agreeing with Locke that agrarian labour creates a superior title to land. 

21 Supra note 3 at 3. 



the American and French revolutions.* His writings have provided much of the 

intellectual foundation for contemporary Western thought on such fundamental 

concepts as limited government, liberalism, natural rights of the individual. social 

contract, rule of law, and property. 

Volumes of text have been written interpreting, criticizing and contextualizing the 

philosophies of Locke, yet most of this scholarship fails to consider the critical role 

the state of nature and natural man plays in Locke's writings. Most past scholarship 

that critically interprets Locke's Second Treafise disrnisses the state of nature and 
* 

natural man as essentially nothing more than an abstraction used by Locke to depict 

the origins of civil so~iety.*~ This scholarship fails to understand that for Locke, the 

philisophical natural man and the state of nature were iiving realities found in the 

colonial Americal of his day. 

Lockean Scholarship 

There have been four major waves of Lockean interpretation. The first wave 

stemmed from early nineteenth century socialists who maintained that Locke's work 

C.B. Macpherson ed., Second Treatise of Govemrnent, (Indianapolis: l98O), 
at xiii; J. Dunn, The Polifical Thought of John Locke, (Cambridge: Cambridge Press, 
1969) at 97, 101, & 113. 



was the major philosophicai bible of modem socialism, expounding the workers' 

right to their labour. By the beginning of the twentieth century Locke's work began 

to be hailed by liberal theorists as a defence of limited private property and more 

recently as argument for unlimited private pr~per ty .~~ The third wave is typified by 

the works of Macpherson and Strauss who led an illiberal wave. These scholars 

argue that Locke's theory of property provides a moral foundation for bourgeois 

appropriation, a justification of a natural right of unlimited appropriation rooted in the 

premise that a man's labour is his own property. The fourth interpretation states that 

Locke gives rein to governments to define property as they see fkz5 

O 

Each of these four major veins of interpretation fails to consider the relevance of 

Locke's use of the Arnericas and its lndians in his Treatises. This omission is 

because these theorists are not concerned with the role of the native in Locke's 

writings, but instead focus on the abstract ideas put forth in his work. However, this 

failure may be further explained by the fact that in trying to detemine Locke's 

purpose, most scholars lirnit themselves to the domestic polices of the day or 

specific political events of seventeenth century Europe. This leads to widespread 

acceptance that the Two Treafises was written to provide a philosophical justification 

for the Revoiution of 1688. or that it was part of an emerging "liberal" tradition 

24 C.B. MacPherson. "Locke on Capitalist Appropriation," (Dec. 1951) 4 Western 
Political Quarterly, 556 at 565-66. 



originating in the seventeenth century struggles against the monarchy and the rise 

of industrial ~apital isrn.~~ Although the influence of such factors cannot be denied, it 

is this failure to look past the civilized society of Europe and consider the foreign, 

and specifically colonial, concerns which also influenceci Locke's political ideas, that 

has resulted in the misconception of the central theme of Locke's writing on 

This academic oversight may also be attributed to inadequate consideration of 

Locke's personal ties to the colonies of Britain. M i l e  past scholarship has 

cornprehensively dernonstrated the influence of ~ n ~ l k h  politics on Locke's 

philosophical writings, the impact of colonial policy and Locke's personal links to 

colonial activity have only recently begun to be examined. In his time Locke was 

considered a leading authority on colonial activity and, as more than one- recent 

scholar has stated, Locke was tied to the New World by the three most binding 

forces in his life - wealth, profession and intellect.27 

On a financial level, Locke himself benefitted greatly from colonial expansion. In 

26 E. Harpman, John Locke's Two Treatises of Govemment, New Interpretations, 
(Kansas: University Press of Kansas, 1992) at 3. 

27 See B. Arneil, John Locke and Amenca, The Defence of English Colonialism, 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1 996), J. Tu lly, An Approach to Polifical Philosophy: Locke 
in Contexts, (Cambridge: Cambridge Press, 1993), H. Lebovics, Herman, "The Uses of 
America in Locke's Second Treatise of Government" (1986) Journal of the History of 
ldeas, 567. 



1672 he became a merchant adventurer in a Company of traders in the Caribbean 

and invested in the slave-trading Royal Africa C~rnpany.~~ These ventures, 

cornbined with the fact that Locke was a member of the proprietary government of 

Carolina and the owner of more than four thousand acres in that province, meant a 

significant portion of his personal wealth was intimately tied to the colonies in 

America, the West lndies and India." StiII a further portion of Locke's personal 

income was gained from his professional post as a colonial civil servant. As such, 

Locke was irnmersed in the development of colonial policy as secretary to the Lords 

Proprietors of Carolina from 1668 to 1675 (through his work for the Council of Trade 

1672-6) and as the Cornrnissioner for the Board of ~ b d e  and Plantations from 1695 

to 1700.30 

Intellectually, Locke's contributions included the Fundamental Constitutions of 

Carolina (1 696), memoranda and policy recommendations for the boards of trade of 

al1 colonies, written histories of European colonization, manuscripts conceming 

govemment and property in America, and of course, his treatment of "America" and 

the "Indian" in his Second Treatisem3' 

28 Tully, supra note 27 at 141. 

29 Arneil, supra note 27 at 67. 

30 Ibid. at 88. 

31 Supra note 28. 



Recent lnterpretations 

Despite extensive personal ties to the colonies, only recently has the idea been 

considered that Locke's concept of property may have been self-serving, and that 

his specific references to the American native went beyond a superficial need to 

provide some ernpirical evidence upon which to rest his abstract notion of the state. 

"American and the "Indiann are referred to throughout the second treatise, in the 

chapters on conquest, on political societies. and most often in the text, On Propem. 

But only a few scholars to date have recognized that these references were integral 
* 

to Locke's theory of property. 

In his infornative article, The Uses of Ame&a in Locke's Second Treatise of 

Govemment, Herman Lebovics states "Locke employed the vast unexploited 

resources of the New World to supply the key premise which lay at the foundation of 

the argument of his political phil~sophy."~~ He understands that Locke's personal 

ties to the colonies infonned and motivated his theory of property, and argues that 

the motivation behind Locke's writing on property was to encourage the massive 

resettlernent of the poor to colonies.33 Although it is true that the need to 

depopulate England was held out as justification for colonization, it will be shown 

32 Lebovics, supra note 27 at 578. 

33 Ibid. at 577-8. 



that this was not the motive behind Locke's writings on native dispossession. 

Lebovics claims Locke's chapter on property legitimated the dispossession of the 

native on the basis that lndians do not expend the sufficient amount of human 

energy to modify nature and maximize production in order to c lah  ownership." 

Although Lebovics' argument is insightful, it is too cursory. Locke was not 

concerned with the quantity of human energy expended, but with the quality of that 

energy. Under Locke's theory of property, Aboriginal occupants were not justifiably 

dispossessed of their land because they did not expend sufficient energy, but 

becauçe they expended the wrong form of energy. Às iiç illustrated in greater detail 

in the following chapter, Locke justified settler appropriation of native territory on the 

prernise that it was not utilized in the rnanner dictated by natural law. This violation, 

in turn, authorized appropriation without consent. 

Following Lebovics, Thomas Flanagan discusses what he coins the "agricultural 

argument" for European appropriation of native land in the Arner ica~.~~ According to 

this theory, during colonial times land was seen as "a common property resource, 

35 T. Flanagan, "The Agricultural Argument and Original Appropriation: lndian 
Lands and Political Philosophy," (Sept 1989) XXll:3, Canadian Journal of Political 
Science, 589. 



waiting to be enclosed for c~ltivation."~~ By this definition the natives did not own 

the land because they were hunters rather than agriculturists. Flanagan asserts th& 

according to Locke, "the lndian's culture continued to subject them to these 

conditions, the European newcomers had liberated themselves by the invention of 

money, supported by civil society and positive laws of property. The setilers could 

thus appropriate ever increasing amounts of land."" 

Although is is agreed that the "agricultural argumentn was a defining feature of 

Locke's theory of property, the textual analysis of Locke's theory conducted in this 

thesis illustrates that it waç only one cornponent of &ornplex version of natural law. 

Flanagan fails to consider how Locke's redefinition of possession altered the legal 

basis for property ownership and that is was this alteration which acted to exclude 

native title to land, not the lack of legal tender. Examination of Locke's discussion 

concerning European use of money shows that although engagement in monetary 

markets further supported his argument for the nonconsensual taking of native 

land, it was not, in itself, sufficient justification. 

L 

The first comprehensive consideration of the role of America and its Aboriginal 

inhabitants in Locke's political philosophy was contributed by James Tully in An 

36 lbld. at 590. 

37 lbid. 



Approach to Political Philosophy: Locke in Contexts, published in 1993?* In his 

chapter entitled 'Rediscovering Arnerica: the two treatises and aboriginal rights," 

Tully describes Locke's theory of property as "a delegation theory of popular 

sovereignty built out of two concepts: political society and property" and argues that 

the Aboriginal is not only the real "natural man" of Locke's philosophy, but is integral 

to that theory3' Tully's thesis is twofold. First, Locke purposely set a dichotomy 

between Aboriginal and European çociety, defining the polity and property regimes 

of both in such a way that the Aboriginal constructs are degraded and de- 

legitimized. Second, Locke's dichotomy ensured that native political and property 

formations are subjected to the sovereignty of ~ u r o k a n  concepts. concepts which 

serve to justify the appropriation of their lands. To Tully, Locke's ideas of property 

were constructed in order to provide a supporting frarnework for the asserton of the 

sovereignty by Europeans. 

Although Tully's writing on Locke is informative to this thesis, the issue of 

sovereignty is not the key to understanding the nexus between Locke's theory of 

property and aboriginal peoples. Locke does dicotomize the European and 

Aboriginal, but this is not clone in order to assert sovereignty over native land, but 

rather to validate an idea of land ownership constructed wholly to favour the colonial 

38 Tully. supra note 27. 

39 Ibid, at 137. 



settler. Locke's writings on property are about property. His theory provides 

ideological justification for the appropriation of land in the possession of others, not 

a political justification of the structuring of a colonial government. 

In her book, John Locke and Ameka: The Defence of English Colonialism, Barbara 

Arneil explores the focal position of Locke's use of the Arnerica and its 



lndians in the second treatisem40 In the opening paragraphs Arneil writes, "by taking 

serïously Locke's repeated references to America in the Second Treatise, it can be 

shown that the Two Treatises were written as an economic defence of England's 

colonial policy in the new world against the sceptics in England and the counter- 

claims of both the aboriginal nations and other European powers in America.'"' 

Arneil also debated Tully's daim that the issue of sovereignty is the key to 

understanding the nexus between Locke's theory of property and aboriginal 
m 

peoples. Relying on evidence of Locke's colonial attachments to demonstrate the 

impact colonization had on Locke's philosophical writings, Arneal argued that 

Locke's theory of properfy developed not out of the sociological or political needs of 

England, but out of the commercial needs of colonialism itself. 

Specifically, Arneil argued that through his theory of property, Locke provided an 

economic defence of England's colonial activities and policies. The commercial 

pursuits of the English may have provided justification for the dispossession of the 

native, but did not definitively exclude the Aboriginal frorn ownership. According to 

this view, Locke's doctrine of natural rights, under which everyone has a natural 

-- 

40 Arneil, supra note 27. 

4' lbid. at 2. 



right in herself to appropriate land through the application of labour, dictated that 

anyone can own land, even the Aboriginal, provided a settled agrarian, Christian life 

style was adopted, that money was used, and that the laws of liberty were 

establi~hed,~~ 

Arneil's extensive discussion on Locke's persona1 interest in colonialism is 

illuminating. but the central theme of Locke chapter on property was not the 

economic defence of colonialism. Locke was concerned with redefining the 

constitutive elements property ownership in order to ensure the profitiability of the 

commercial pursuits of the English. By changing on&n of property Locke justified the 

wholesale theft of land already occupied by Aboriginal owners for the use of the 

English settler. 

It is argued in the following chapters that the Lockean text of property was meant 

to, and did, exclude Aboriginal daims of ownership in the new ~or ld :~ It will be 

shown that the very qualifiers Arneil lists, European-style agriculture, money, civility 

and Christianity, effectively de-legitirnized the Aboriginal use of land they occupied, 

and deerned the social, political and religious institutions of the European settlers to 

be superior to those of the 'savages'. These qualifiers resulted in the automatic 

42 Ibid. at 166. 

43 lbid. at 1 8. 



exclusion of native title to land. In essence, unless the native was the epitome of 

the Devonshire farmer, the proprietary daims of the colonizer would trump those of 

the native occupant. Locke may theoretically have given everyone the right to 

property, but by conceptualizing its origin as agrarïan labour by the God-fearing 

man, he provided not only an economic defence, but the legal justification for 

dispossession which excluded the Aboriginal occupant frorn ownership. 

In the following chapter, textual analysis of John Locke's idea of property will prove 

that the central theme of the fifth chapter of his second treatise was colonialism, and 

demonstrate how that theory justified the wholesale appropriation of Aboriginal land 

in the new world. Specifically, Locke transformed the origin of ownership in order to 

ensure European çettlers possessed a c l a h  to land in the new world which would 

trump that of the Aboriginal prior occupant. This will be supported by in-depth 

examination of the legal developrnent of the land tenure system of British Guiana 

and British Honduras. Such exarnination will demonstrate how these philosophical 

justifications were imported into the law of ownership and property in the colonies. 



THREE 

Property I have no where found more clearly explained than in a book 
entitled, Two Treatises of Government " 

Lockean Justification for the Dispossession of the Aboriginal 

If we understand that the concept of property is not constant, but is an artificial 

institution created to serve the purposes of society, and further, that its 

conceptualization can shift in response to changes in society, then we can see the 

role Locke's chapter On Properly served in justifying the colonial dispossession of 

Aboriginal lands. Due to his personal investment in colonization, Locke realized 

that a new idea of what constituted ownership of property in the colonies was 

necessary if England was to achieve her colonial aims. Locke's objective in his 

writings on property was to formulate a theory that would create a daim of 

ownership in land for the European settlers that would trurnp the claims of the native 

in habitants. 

" Locke commenting on his own work in a letter to Rev. Richard King, 25 August 
1703, quoted in Laslett. supra note 3 at 3. 



Natural Man and the State of Nature 

The Two Treatises are Locke's philosophical explanation of natural rights and civil 

obligation, to which the natural man, the state of nature and the natural law are 

essential as evidence to support his theories regarding the origin of property. For 

Locke, the natural man is personified in the Aboriginal, and the Aboriginal is said to 

live in the state of nature. Thus, by defining both the natural man and the state of 

nature as inferior to that of the civilbed European. Locke justifies the dispossession 

of the Aboriginal. 

Locke's own portrayal of the natural man and his stafe of nature were directly 

influenced by his extensive collection of 195 such travelogues, most of which 

described exploratory expeditions to the Americas by various European~.~~ As 

Arneil points out, the distinction between the civilized Christian man and the savage, 

heathenish native was included in alrnost al1 of these accounts of the new ~ o r l d . ~ ~  

This distinction was essential to Locke's idea of property, for once classified as 

savage and thus perceived as a threat to civil and religious order, the Aboriginal's 

rights under natural law carne into question. 

In the Two Treatises Locke characterizes the Aboriginal as the natural man, a less 

45 Supra note 28 at 24. 

lbr'd. at 29. 



civilized, earlier version of the enlightened European. This primitive human is 

portrayed in direct contrast to the civilized man of European countries. Throughout 

the text, Locke contrasts Aboriginal and European societies. European society 

represents the height of civilized man and his sedentary, agrarian lifestyle fulfills the 

dictates of natural law. In contrast, the Aboriginal is presumed primitive. making 

irrational and unproductive use of the land he inhabited. For Locke, Aboriginal 

misuse of land, constituted a violation of natural law which in turn acted to nullify any 

natural rights Aboriginal people otherwise possessed. Thus Locke's descriptions of 

natural man. as drawn from accounts of Aboriginals found in the newly explored 
w 

territories. were used to support both his political philosophy and his moral 

judgement of both the natural and civil man in order to justify the unchecked 

appropriation of Aboriginal territory. 

Further, situating the new world and its indigenous inhabitants in a "state of nature" 

allowed for the assertion that human relations in this primitive polity were governed 

not by the principles of the common law. but by the universally binding systern of 

natural law. ln the fifth chapter of theTwo Treatises America is immediately 

identified as one example of an uncivilized land iiving in a state of nature. By 

Locke's famous words "In the beginning al1 the World was ~ rne r i ca , "~~  Arnerica is 

47 Laslett, para. 49. Unless otherwise stated, al1 cites from the Two Treatises will 
be taken from the Laslett source and cited by the paragraph of the Treatises in which it 
can be found. 



relegated to an early stage of development in "a pattern of the first Ages in Asia and 

Europe"; moreover, its native inhabitants are said to live "perfectly in a state of 

nature".48 By placing America and its inhabitants in a state of nature and 

differentiating European and Aboriginal societies and land use in this way, Locke 

justifies appropriation without consent with the blessing of natural law. 

Once Ameriw and its inhabitants were identified as still living in a state of nature, a 

different set of rules for appropriation applied. In a civilized state the law of man 

applies and land cannot simply be taken at will, but must be done with at least the 

irnplicit consent of al1 rnernberç of that society. It beiomes clear in Locke's thirty fifth 

paragraph that the same is not true in the state of nature where natural law is 

paramount: "land in England, ... no one can ... appropriate without the consent of 

al1 ... whereas in .. the great Common of the World it was quite otherwise. The law 

man was under, was for appr~priating"~~ Although Locke fails to explain why the law 

of nature orders, and sanctions, appropriation, this simple enunciation elevates the 

taking of native land to a principle of natural iaw. 

Locke began to address George Peckham's question, "by what right" by placing the 

topic of ownership and property in the colonies under the jurisdiction of natural law. 

48 Ibid, para. 14. 

49 Ibid. para 35. 



The law of nature becomes the source governing issues of territorial ownership 

between the European and Aboriginal. Locke could then submit that the governing 

law of the state of nature called for the non-consensual taking of the territories 

Aboriginal peoples had occupied and utilized in a cultured symbiosis for centuries. 

After establishing that the European appropriation of land in the colonies was not 

only legally sanctioned, but oblig atory, Locke offers five separate, but inter-related 

justifications for that position: 

* Aboriginals do not apply agrarian labour; 

* Aboriginais waste the land and encourage spoilage; 
w 

* it is for the greater good; 

* natural law dictated it was the birthright of the civilized man; and 

* the Aboriginal occupant was not robbed or injured because there was 

enough for all. 

Agarian Labour as the Origin of Ownership 

John Dunn. in an article exploring the influence of Locke in 18th century colonial 

America, concluded that "ln what was probably the only sustained application of 

Locke's theory of property to American circumstances, the moral dignity of labour 

was deployed to give powerful embellishment to the expropriation of the lndians by 



the laborious and God fearing people of New Eng[and."50 By changing the very 

origin of property from possession based on prior occupation to ownership through 

labour, and by making agrarian use a superior daim of proprietorship, Locke 

provided the legal justification necessary for the wholesale dispossession of 

indigenous occupants. 

Locke's chapter on property begins with the positive premise that everyone owns 

everything and has equal right to This concept of communal ownership was 

written in the tradition of natural law, consistent with other natural law theorists of the 
w 

time such as Pufendorf and Grotius.52 AS a positive natural right, everyone has an 

equal right to the common, but no one has a private right exclusive of ail other when 

in the state of nature.53 

If everyone has a natural right to everything then it becomes necessary to establish 

the basis for a private interest in any portion of the common; 'there must of 

J. Dunn, John Locke: Problems and Perspectives, ed. by John Yolton 
(Cambridge: Cambridge Press 1969) 72. 

" This concept of equality is illustrated in paragraph twenty five where Locke 
states "God has given the Earth to the Children of Men, ... to Mankind in Commonn. 
Laslett, para. 25. 

52 Samuel Pufendorf, De Jure Nafurae et Gentium Libn Octo, ed. James Brown 
Scott, (The Classics of lnternational Law Series; 1934), bk.lV, Ch. IV., Hugho Grotius, 
De Jure Belli ac Pacis Libri Tres, ed. James Brown, (The Classics of lnternational Law 
Series; 1 SM), bk. I 1, Ch. I 1, para. 1 . 

53 Supra note 48 at para. 26. 



necessity be a means to appropriate them h e f o r e  they can be of any use, or at al1 

beneficial to any particular  an."" For Locke, labour is the means and only rational 

basis for private appropriation of the products of the earth. Locke uses this point 

directly to introduce the Aboriginal into his property argument, "The Fruit, or 

Venison, which nourishes the wild Indian.. must be his ... that no other can have a 

right to it, before it can do him any good for the support of his life? 

It is the labour of the person, not occupation, which begins property in a thing, for 

once having "taken out of the hands of Nature, where it ... belong'd equally to all ... he 

thereby appropriated it to h i rn~e l f . ' ~~  Again, Locke rifers to the native when he 

makes this point, "Thus the law of reason makes the Deer, that Indian's who hath 

killed it, tis allowed to be his goods who hath bestowed his labour upon it, though 

before it was the common right of e~eryone."~' Thus Locke makes it clear that 

labour begins property. With respect to ownership of the spontaneous products of 

the earth the labour of the Aboriginal was equal to the British. If an Aboriginal 

occupant kills a deer, or an Englishman kills a fox, it is the labour of the hunt that 

created the proprietary right to the bea~t. '~ 

Ibid. 

55 kbid. 

56 Ibid. at para 29. 

" Ibid. at para 30. 

AS will be shown in the examination of the colonial construction of property in 
Guyana and Belize, this defence of the aboriginal right to the fruits of the earth was 



However, for colonialists and Locke, the focus was not on the spontaneous products 

of the untamed forests, " the chief matter of Property. being now not the Fruits of the 

Earth, ... but the Earth it self."" Colonial interest had shiffed frorn extraction of the 

fruits of the earth, such as tirnber, beaver pelts, or rubber, to agriculture and 

cultivation of the soil, and thus Locke was concerned with how to secure title to land. 

By arguing that labour created an ownership right in movable property, Locke 

introduced the prernise which is integral to his justification of European appropriation 

of native occupied land. Labour also created owneqhip in immovable property such 

as land: 

God, when he gave the World in common to al1 Mankind, commanded 
Man also to labour ... to subdue the Earth, improve it for the benefit of 
Life, ... He that in Obedience to the Comrnand of God, subdued, tilled 
and sowed any part of it, thereby annexed to it something that was his 
Property, which another had no Title to nor could without injury take 
from him. 60 

However, according to Locke, not just any labour begins property in land, but a very 

consistent with the colonial viewpoint. The subsistence needs of the local population did 
not interfere with the colonist's aims so long as the native did not clairn the land hunted 
on. Ensuring the subsistence needs of the indigenous population was also supported 
by the colonial rulers because it meant no financial burden fell on the Crown to feed the 
natives. Although colonial property regimes caused the cornplete dispossession of the 
native, the right of the Amerindians to sustain themselves with the fruits of the earth 
remained. 

" Supra note 48 at para. 32. 

60 Ibid. at para. 33. 



specific form, "[ais much land as a Man tills, Plants, Improves, Cultivates and can 

use the Product of1 so much is his Property" 6' Thus, property in the land found in 

the state of nature is created through agrarian labour and by this definition of 

property appropriation by the European encroacher. without the consent of native 

inhabitants, is legitimated . 

6 

According to Locke then, the native is allowed to hunt, fish and gather as necessary 

for his subsistence, but this does not give rise to a corresponding proprietary claim 

to the territory necessary to maintain these uses. By making agrarian labour the act 
w 

of possession which grounds ownership, non-sedentary labour performed on the 

land by the native was de-legitirnized and negated. Prior occupation by the natives 

does not amount to possession, nor does traditional land use create ownership. 

Hunting or fishing labour creates ownership in the beast killed, just as gathering 

creates ownership in the produce, but such labour creates no sirnilar proprietary 

interest in the particular tract of land hunted or gathered on. Acwrding to Locke, 

ownership in the soi1 is equated with European agricultural practices. Cultivation 

created a claim of ownership superior to that any native may make by virtue of 

Aboriginal styles of land use. 

Under that definition, the Aboriginal was deemed to not have owned the land in the 



first place because he never performed the acts necessary to ground possession 

and ownership, and thus is not injured by dispossession. Attempts on the part of 

the Aboriginal population to reclaim territory would injure the European 

agriculturalist, who by ag rarian effort, has created ownership. 

Waste and Spoilage 

The second treatise also endorsed the dispossession of the native by relying on the 

sanctity of natural law. According to Locke's version of natural law, "Land that is left 

wholly to Nature, that hath no improvement of pasturage, Tillage, or Planting ... is 

wast" 62 The idea of waste in Locke's theory of property Iimited Aboriginal ownership 

in two ways. 

First, land considered a "waste" because it was not been utilized in the rnanner 

dictated by natural law could be justifiably appropriated. The Europeanllndian 

dichotomy was heightened by the assertion that European-style agricultural pursuits 

were the most efficient and appropriate use of land and any use inconsistent with 

this standard is considered a waste. Land not being utilized in the rnanner dictated 

by the law of nature is therefore vacant and open to  those who will cultivate it. 

Further, to not use land in this manner is a violation of natural law and this violation 

62 Supra note 48 at para. 42. 



in tum justifies appropriation without consent in the state of nature. 

Second, included in the idea of waste is a proviso on spoilage, "[ilf either the 

Grasses his lnclosure rotted on the Ground or the Fruit of his planting perished 

without gathering ... this part of the Earth, notwithstanding his Inclosure, was still to 

be looked on as Waste, and might be the Possession of an~ther."~ Thus even if an 

Aboriginal occupant utilized the land in the prescribed manner, enclosing it and 

cultivating it, if there was any spoilage on native land this was a violation of the 

natural law and the dictates of God, and again the land could be justifiably taken 
w 

from the native. Spoilage acted to limit the arnount of land Aboriginals could use to 

that amount which would produce only as much as could be immediately 

consumed. 

Conversely, however, the waste and spoilage provisions which acted as a limit to 

Aboriginal title, strengthened the claim of the colonial plantation owner with Locke's 

introduction of money into his theory? The Englishman's use of money and 

engagement in commercial activity allowed hirn to circumvent violation of the 

natural law. Waste and spoilage are avoided by simply selling any excess products 

of the earth on the open market. Since the native Arnerican typically did not use 

63 Ibid. at para. 38. 

lbid. para 48. 



money or engage in European-style commercial activities he was estopped again 

from using more land than needed to sustain h i rn~e l f .~~ 

Money then, was necessary for trade not just within America but intemationally, to 

produce goods for trade in rnetropolitan markets, which of course was the whole 

point of colonial expansion. Locke relied on this premise to argue that without 

money, there is no access to world markets and therefore Aboriginals, unlike 

colonists who engage in commerce, have no need or motivation to use lands 

beyond what is necessary for subsistence. 

For the Greater Good 

Locke relies on the European / lndian dichotomy to justify Aboriginai dispossession 

on yet another ground. In his words, "[p]rovisions ...p roduced by one acre of 

inclosed and cultivated land, are ten tirnes more, than those, which are yielded by - 

any acre .... lyeing wast in cornmon ... And therefore he who incloses Land ... may 

tnily be said to give ninety to ~ankind."'~ The agrarian labour practiced by the 

civilized man created exponentially higher yields than the non-sedentary 

65 Lebovics argues: "If Locke's main concem had been purely the divine and 
human abhorrence of spoilage and waste, he did not have to provide a money 
economy to avoid this violation of natural law. Barter was practiced among many of the 
peoples about whorn Locke read in his books...", Lebovics, at 573. Furthemore, the 
natives had been engaging in commercial trade with the Europeans themselves since 
first contact. 

66 Laslett, para. 37. 



subsistence practices of native occupants. Higher yields are better for humankind in 

general, for it is equated to giving 90 percent back to the communal pot. European 

land use, by advancing the greater good of society, is therefore of higher value, is 

praiseworthy and is legitimate. 

Locke invoked the Europeanlnative dichotomy as ernpirical evidence of this 

assumption: 
9 

There cannot be a clearer demonstration of any thing, than several 
Nations of the Americans are of this, who are rich in Land, and poor in 
al1 the Cornforts of Life; whom Nature having furnished as liberally as 
any other people with the material of Plenty ... have not one hundredth 
part of the Conveniences we enjoy: and a King of a large and fruitful 
Territory there feeds, and lodges, and is clad worse than a day 
Labourer in England.67 

The premise that agrarian labour yields conveniences of high value to al1 humankind 

was further evidenced by Locke in his contrast of the products of hunting, gathering 

and trapping to that of the agrarian commercial society, ' if all the profit an Indian 

received frorn it [the land] were to be valued .... not 1/1000 Ib8 of its true value would 

be realized by native land use. The unendosed, uncultivated lands of America 

were considered an unprofitable waste and native land use is de-legitimized even 

67 Ibid. at para. 41. 

68 Ibid. at para. 43. 



further. Thus, the seizure of lndian land for use which produces higher yields was 

justified because it was done for the greater good of society. By this reasoning, "the 

destruction of centuries-old native socio-economic organizations and the imperial 

imposition of commercial agriculture is made to appear as an inevitable and 

justifiable historical de~elopment."~~ 

The Proprietors 

Locke created a superior claim of proprietorship to land in the state of nature for the 
* 

"lndustrious and Rati~nal".~~ Locke's theory of property is one of h istorical 

development of states and polities in which varying degrees of enterprise account 

for differences in accumulation of possessions in the pre-monetary state of nature. 

Money is introduced as population grows and al1 available land becornes occupied 

and put to use. To solve quarrels and ensure security, people institutionalize legal 

and political systems to regulate and protect their property. The ethic of 

industriousness drives and legitimates this process and is defined in contrast to 

native land use. It is clear whom Locke considered the industrious and rational: 

69 Tully, supra note 27 at 162. 

70 "God gave the World to Men in Common; but since he gave it them for their 
benefit, and the greatest Conveniences of Life they were capable to draw frorn it, it 
cannot be suppose he meant it should always remain common and uncultivated. He 
gave it to the use of the lndustrious and Rational", Laslett. para. 34. 



For I ask whether in the wild woods and uncultivated wast of America 
left to Nature, without any irnprovernent, tillage or husbandry, a 
thousand acres will yield the needy and wretched inhabitants as rnany 
conveniences of life as ten acres of equally fertile land doe in 
Devonshire where they are well cultivated? 71 

Yet again the presurned differences between the European and native is invoked to 

justify the taking of land by those considered industrious and rational. European- 

style agriculture, which by Locke's formula will yield one thousand times more than 

native land use, becomes the standard. It is clear the Devonshire farmer is the 

prototype of the industrious and the rational. The lack of industry on the part of the 

"wretched inhabitants" is contrasted to the efforts offhe European. Since it is 

agrarian labour that produces such bounty. Euro-style agriculture is the only rational 

use of land. The failure of the Aboriginal to utilize the land in such a manner was 

irrational. The level of skill necessary to hunt, trap and fish, skill which took 

generations to refine and pass on, is not seen as industrious or rational, but negated 

by Locke as simply the spontaneous products of "unassisted nature."" 

Enough and As Good 

Wthin the text of his argument Locke also includes a justification for the denial of 

compensation to the Aboriginal once dispossessed. By stating "[nlor was this 

appropriation of any parcel of Land, by improving it, any prejudice to any other Man, 

71 Ibid. para. 37. 

72 lbîd. at para. 42. 



since there was still enough, and as good left," Locke suggests that even if natives 

are dispossessed of their traditional territories, they are no worse off because there 

is enough land of equal worth for everyone. " By this reasoning, not only is it 

better for all mankind that Europeans be allowed to take native land in order to 

enclose and cultivate it, but the Aboriginals are not injured by this taking because 

there is plenty of land left for the subsistence needs of them, "[iln some in-land, 

vacant places of Arnerica, we shall find that the Possessions [a planter] couid 

make ... would not ... prejudice the rest of Mankind. or give them reason to cornplain, 

or think themselves injured by this Man's In~roachrnent."~~ 
1 

The "enough and as good" argument acted to negate Aboriginal daims to land in 

two ways. First, it denied a daim of Aboriginal ownership in the ground that there 

was enough, of equal quality, for European and native alike. Second, once 

appropriated it denied the dispossed Aboiginal any daim for compensation on the 

sarne ground that there is enough for everyone. 

Unlike the preceding four justifications for appropriation of native land without 

consent, the fifth is not based in Locke's version of natural law. To argue that native 

occupants can be removed frorn their land without their acquiescence, forcibly or 

73 Ibid. at para. 33. 

" lbid. at para. 32. 



othewise, simply because there is room for them elsewhere is not only unprincipled. 

but lacks authority in common law. international law, or natural law of the time. This 

rationale is particularly disturbing as it allows agricultural dispossession to be 

justified in retrospect, the argument being that from the newcomers' point of view 

the taking of native land was never unjust at the first instance because there was 

enough and as good land left for the Aboriginal peoples at the tirne of first 

appropriation. 

Conclusion 

In summary, it has been illustrated that by incorporating the fundamental division of 

the savagism of the new world and the civility of the old, John Locke provided the 

foundational justification for infringment upon the natural rights of the Aboriginal, and 

dispossession became allowable. The European - Aboriginal dichotomy portrayed 

throughout Locke's chapter on property defined the Aboriginal as idle and irrational. 

The Aboriginals failure to utilize the land in the stipulated, Euro-centric, manner 

rendered it wasted and therefore vacant. Thus, it became the duty of the 

industrious Englishman, by the dictates of natural law, to appropriate and cultivate it 

for the good of all. 

Locke's state of nature furîhered the exclusionary nature of his property theory by 

46 



introducing "interna1 limits which follow from the nature of the onginal position - of 

the world belonging to all in the same manner and of man under the direction of 

natural  la^."^^ The premise that natural law rules in the new world allowed Locke to 

conclude that, in the state of nature, property is not gained through consent, but 

through the application of Euro-style agrarian labour. 

Further, by situating the new world and its inhabitants in the state of nature, the 

prop~ity systems already in place by the native occupants are negated and 

replaced by Locke's labour-based property. This opened land which Europeans 

were not only legally justified to take, bot obligated t i  put to proper agrarian use 

under the dictates of natural law. The right to daim land through labour, and the 

definition of labour on land as agrarian, effectively excluded the Aboriginal from 

ownership. This fom of labour carried with it the development of money, 

international trade and the laws and government necessary to preserve the property 

ciaimed by the original act of labour. Each of these developments dichotomized the 

European and native further, solidifying the purpose of exclusion central to Locke's 

theory of property. 

O n e  land was taken through agrarian labour, laws were enacted to rnaintain this 

75 Tully, supra note 27 at 1 1 6. 



taking and support a concept of property designed to meet the colonial need." The 

way in which property was controlled and maintained in the new World was through 

enforcement of particular laws. As Arneil has pointed out "this is the classic 

formulation of the defence of England's plantations (through labour) followed by the 

conditions necessary to ensure its survival (the civil law)." Furthemore, this 

regulation of property is then held up as an identiving characteristic of the civilized: 

"those who are counted the Civiliz'd part of Mankind ... have made and multiplied 

positive Laws to determine Property." 78 In accordance with the laws of nature, the 

wasted land of the natives was to be enclosed, tilled and subdued. Once this was 
w 

accomplished, the colony was no longer in a state of nature. Once civilized, the 

colonial governrnent had the right and obligation to legislate property, including that 

occupied by Aboriginals. In Locke's words, "in Governments the Laws regulate the 

right of property, and the possession of land is determined by positive constitutions." 

79 

Examination of colonial policy and the historical development of land tenure systems 

in the colonies of Belize and Guyana will illustrate how Locke's ideology of property 

"Thus Labour, in the beginning, gave a right of Prope rty... and by Laws within 
thernselves, regulated the Properties of the private Men of their Society", Laslett, para 
45. 

Arneil, supra note 27 at 161. 

78 Ibid. at para. 50. 



was absorbed into, and reflected in, the decisions of colonial policy rnakers. The 

agricultural pursuits of the settlen were clearly regarded as more legitimate and 

worthy of institutionalized, legal protection than the traditional pursuits of the 

Aboriginal inhabitants. The process of colonkation of these two territories illustrates 

how the property needs of the colony shitted in response to changes in the 

European markets and, thus, how conceptualization and institutions of property 

within the colony were reconstructed to guarantee the land and ownership needs of 

the colonizer. The new settlers, not the prior Aboriginal occupants, were the 

"preferred audience" of the cornmon law text of land ownership in the colonies, and 

the acts defined as originating property were suitablè to them. British colonial 

society redefined the constitutive elements of possession in order to ensure that the 

acts of European colonial settlers created a right of ownership superior to those of 

the Aboriginal occupants. 



FOUR 

The Colonial Experience of Belize 

The early colonial experïence in ~e l ize~ '  illustrates how the changing property needs 

of a colonial society necessitated a re-definition of ownership. As the colonial 

efforts in Belize evolved from transient timber extraction to settled agricultural 

pursuits the conceptualization of property and, specifically, the act which created 

ownership was altered in response. Once the ~ritish' began to engage in 

agricultural practices, colonial law began to hold that the natives did not occupy and 

use the land in an appropriate manner, authorizing the settler to appropriate the land 

without consent. Policy and legislation were designed and implemented to reinforce 

the development of agriculture and insure the superitory of British daims over the 

Aboriginal occupants. 

tike al1 of the British colonies, Belize was an econornic satellite whose colonial 

conceptualization of property presupposed that its audience was a commercial 

andfor agrarian society, and its colonial definition of what constituted possession 

reflected and enforced this presumption. As European loggers, and then famers, 

Although called British Honduras while a colony, Belize is the modern state 
name and the one which will be used throughout the text. 



came into increasing cornpetition and conflict over the land with the Belizean natives 

of the interior, possession defined by occupation no longer guaranteed they were 

the preferred audience, for by that definition of possession, the natives, as first 

occupant, would be the legal owners. Instead of mere occupancy creating 

owners hip, possession accordingly became intimately lin ked to specific types of land 

use. Under the colonial conceptualization of property, occupancy for the purpose of 

commercial, wealth-generating pursuits created a superior daim to land, ensunng 

that the British plantation owners and timber barons had sufficient land to fulfill their 

needs. In contrast, the non-sedentary fanning, hunting, fishing and gathering use of 

the land by natives was regarded as inefficient, prirnihe use of the land, which did 

not create a proprietary right. 

Historical record establishes conclusively that the Maya Amerindians occupied the 

territory now known as Belize for thousands of years before European contact. As 

early as 2,000 B.C., the Maya inhabited an area which included Guatemala, 

Chiapas, Belize, Yucatan and the northwest corner of Honduras. Archeological 

research indicates that Maya occupation in the area today known as the Toledo 

District was particularly intensive between 300 and 900 A.DS8' This extensive 

empire began to break up in the 10th century A.D. and by the 17th Century the 

C. Berkey, Maya Land Rights in Belize and the History of Indian 
Reservations: Report to the Toledo Maya Cultural Council, (Washington D.C. : lndian 
Law Resource Center, May 1994) 1. 



Maya social and politial organization was decentralized with a myriad of smaller 

communities scattered throughout the forests. At the time of first contact with 

Europeans, the territory of the Maya sncompassed virtually al1 of southern Belize 

and the area across the border in Guatemala. Population estimates at the time 

indicated the total Maya to number ten thou~and.~* 

Today the Maya rnainly occupy only a portion of the Toledo District of Belize. They 

comprise eighteen percent of the total national poulation and their land consists of 

about 77,000 acres on 12 reservations on Crown Land in a country where the total 
* 

land mass encompasses almost nine thousand square miles.83 Their legal rights to 

this small fraction of their traditional land is not secure and they enjoy only the most 

tenuous hold on the land they need for survival. 

Ownership of Land Through Occupation: 1650's - 1817 

The first phase of colonial development in Belize lasted from the moment of contact 

in 1650 until 1817. These years are characterked by a cornplete absence of any 

formal colonial system of land tenure. This lack of a property regime is explained by 

two factors. Firstly, the British initially came to the coast of Belize to cut and export 

valuable logwood on territory which was the legal possession of Spain. These 

82 M. Chapin, & R. Wiik, "Ethnic Minorities in Belize: Mopan, Kekchi and 
Garfuna" (1 988) Cultural Survival,l at 9. 

83 Supra note 82. 



pirates established no permanent settlements as the camps were constantiy rnoved 

to be near to the logwood grove they were cutting at the time. Secondly, the British 

restn'cted their cutting activities to limited areas along the coast where it could be 

easily loaded ont0 their ships. The result of this contained activity was that for the 

first century of British occupation, there would have been Iittle cause for contact 

between the British loggers and the Maya. During rnost of the eighteenth century, 

other than disnipting the Maya traditional maritime trade, we can assume that the 

Maya were relatively unatfected by these operations. finding it easy to avoid contact 

and continuing to live in small villages or isolated homesteads throughout the 

interior. The jack of recorded instances of contact bètween European and 

Amerindians during this intial period of colonial activity supports this view? 

The Spanish were active in the Belize area for more than a century before the 
British arrived. After he destroyed the Aztec empire in Mexico in 1519, Cortez 
undertook a march of discovery that lead him through the southwest corner of what is 
now the Toledo district around 1525. In 1603 the Spanish began their efforts to 
Christianize the Maya. and for alrnost a century we see a repetitive pattern of attempted 
Spanish Christianization and pacification countered by Maya resistance. It was the 
middle of the seventeenth century before the first British arrived on the coast of Belize 
to cut logwood. We know from Spanish record that the Maya did inhabit the interior 
during this period yet for the entire first century of occupation British record contains 
very few accounts of contact with the Maya. In the Archives of British Honduras 
Gsvernor Burdon relied on this lack of recorded contact to assert that at the time of 
British settlement "[tlhere is no record of any indigenous population and no reason to 
believe that any such existed except far into the interior. There are traces of extensive 
Maya lndian occupation ... al! over the Colony, wherever the land is suitable for 
agriculture. But this occupation was long before British Settlement. The almost 
complete disappearance of the once teeming Maya populations from these regions is 
one of the problems of Maya archeology". As recently as the 1970's writers have 
continued to rely on this lack of record as proof that the Maya "had abandoned the 
Belize district long before the seventeenth century" in order to argue that the British 
occupation did not displace any indigenous population. Although such explanations of 



the lack of recorded contact may be politically convenient, the fallacy of these colonial 
assertions has since corne to light. Maya scholar, Nigel Bolland, has argued that 
Burdon's view that the area was uninhabited at the time of British settlernent was 
nothing more than a colonial myth perpetuated because "it removed some of the stigma 
attached to the process of conquest, dispossession, and colonization." In reality, it is a 
fact of Spanish record that the Maya had not disappeared from Belize by the tirne of 
British arrival, but were inhabiting nurnerous sites throughout the inteflor and several 
more sites along the coast. Bolland asserts, 'khile there is may not yet be sufficient 
evidence to document a continuous Maya occupation, there is certainly evidence of 
their presence in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and in the late eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries. Moreover, the evidence shows that the Maya settlements 
were not always so remote that there was no contact between them and the European 
colonizers." Thos there must be other explanations for this lack of recorded contact. 

In searching for alternative explanations for the lack of recorded contact during the first 
century of British occupation three factors rnust be considered. First, although the 
Spanish never did settle in Belize, it is undeniable that the presence of the missionaries 
and soldiers dramatically reduced the indigenous population and resulted in mass 
social disorganization. The story is a familiar one, as throughout the Americas the 
indigenous populations were decimated by war, European-borne disease and societal 
displacement. Mexico, the northern neighbour of Belize, lost approxirnately 9.5 million 
of the estimated 1 1 million Aboriginal frorn conquest in 151 9 to 1650. Accounts of 
Spanish interaction with the Maya of Belize are scarce, making the effect of this contact 
difficult to gauge with any historic certainty, but to think that the original inhabitants 
escaped a similar fate to Mexico seems irnplausible. The proximity of Spanish 
expeditions to such major transportation routes as the Belize River would, in al1 
likelihood, have introduced disease that consequently spread throughout the land 
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, resulting in a much smaller occupying 
population of Maya by the time of British arnval. 

Second, it is likely that in their fashion, the surviving Maya scarred by the brutality of the 
Spanish fled the later appearance of the British by retreaüng into the relative obscurity 
of the forest, simply keeping out of the way of the logwood cutters as they worked their 
way up various rivers and creeks. Finally, it must be understood that these first British 
were pirates and adventurers, illiterate for the most part, who unlike the Spanish 
missionaries, would not be inclined to keep many records beyond the crude accounting 
of their takings. This combination of depopulation, fiight and illiteracy creates a more 
plausible explanation for the fact that although there are records of numerous Maya 
coastal communities exisüng at the time of the Spanish excursions into Belize, during 
the first century of British occupation the Maya seem to have vanished from historical 
record. N . Bolland, The Formation of a Colonial Society: Belize from Conquest to Cro wn 



Due to the informal nature of British activity, the transient style of land use and the 

lack of competing property claims with native occupants, there was no need to 

regulate land use ând ownership rights between either the white loggers thernselves 

or between whites and natives. Accordingly, a formalized system of land ownership 

was unnecessary for the purposes of this burgeoning colonial society. However, 

although there were no wrÎtten regulations in regards to ownership of the land and 

no forma1 system of land tenure, colonial administrative records show that the act 

which the loggers considered sufficient to establish the right to harvest a timber 
0 

grove was simply occ~pat ion.~~ 

The sole purpose of the colonizers was timber cutting and their customary practise 

to establish "ownership" of a piece of land containing valuable timber reflected these 

needs and purposes; "an adventurer explores the interior, discovers a Batch of 

II 86 Wood, fells a Tree, which is considered sufficient to give Title to the lot or wo rk... . 

It was this occupation for a partïcular activity that created ownership and formed the 

basis of the first regulations concerning land ownership in 1765. 

Cofony, (London: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1977) at 18-22. 

85 N. Bolland & A. Shornan, Land in Belize 1765 -1871, (West lndies: University 
of West lndies Press, 1977) at 3. 

86 Written by Superintendant of Belize, George Arthur to Earl Bathurst, Secretary 
of State for the Colonies, 1816 as quoted in Land in Belize, supra note 86 at 34. 



The first properiy regulations were drafted after the signing of the Treaty of Paris in 

1763. Article 17 of the Treaty gave British subjects the right to "cut, load, and carry 

away logwood ~nrnolested."~~ Despite the fact that Spain's assertion of sovereignty 

still precluded the establishment of a proper systern of land tenure, article 17 

legitimized the British logging activity and the logwood industry increased 

dramati~ally.~~ As a result of this offical affirmation of the colonial purpose, and the 

increased profitablility of their logging activities, ownership and security of title 

became important. For the first time property rights become regulated as the 

settlers systematized their customary practises regarding land ownership. 

Occupation and the activity of logging as the basis of property in logwood stands 

became formalized by the passage of a series of public resolutions. By passing 

resolutions in "Public Meetings" and deeming them to have the force of law, the 

British settlers introduced a system of regulation for their logwood "works". The first 

of such resolutions, passed in April of 1765 resolved: 

When a person finds a spot of Logwood unoccupied and builds his 
hut, that spot shall be deemed his propem and no person shall 
presume to cut a tree, or grub a stump, within less than one thousand 

87 J.L., Mendoza, Bnfah & Her Treafies on Belize, (Publications by the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs, Guatemala, 1947) at 30. 

88 "from their reinstaternent in the Bay in 1763, their exportation of this article 
became immense, in so much that there were from 40 to 75 Sail of Ships loading 
continually in the Bay al1 the year round, until about the year 1770." Robert White, the 
London agent of the Bay of Honduras settlers, 1783 as quoted Bolland, supra note 85 
at 26-27. 



paces or yards of his hutmsg 

These resolutions, plus others passed in 1787, were known as the 'location laws' 

and made occupation the origin of property in the land where these 'works' were 

situated. Despite the fact that the Treaty only granted the British usufructuary rights 

to the logwood, the settlers deemed that occupation granted ail the rights and 

obligations of ownership - and these works were in fact treated as freehold property, 

being sold, devised and dealt with as such from the beginning by the settlers?O 

By 1770 demand for logwood in Europe had decreased and the price of logwood 

dropped so much that Yrorn l770 to 1772 there werè not above 5 or 6 Sail of Ships 

loaded at a time ... market price become so low, as not to pay the freights and 

expenses incurred in Sending it home."91 During this same time, however, a strong 

demand for mahogany, created by the English luxury fumiture industry, led British 

woodcutters into the Maya occupied forests of what is now central and northwest 

Belize. It was this shift from logwood harvesting to mahogany logging in Belize that 

provided the second impetus for change. for unlike the coastal tirnbering of logwood, 

89 Supra note 86 at 9. 

lbid. 17. Further was evidenced in 1 855 by colonial Superintendent Stevenson 
who was required by the home government to make explicit report respecting the title 
and tenure of 'locations' and wrote "the lands have always ... been dealt with as estates 
in fee simple, and, as such, mortgaged, settled devised and allowed to descend without 
any idea of there being any thing iess than absolute ownerships.. .". Supra note 86 at 
49. 

Supra note 86, at 27. 



mahogany stands were found deep into the interior. and the logging of these made 

contact between the British and Maya unavoidable. 

As the rnahogany industry moved British exploitation inland, contact between the 

two peoples necessarily increased, for the Maya could retreat no further in an 

attempt to avoid contact with the Europeans. Conflict was inevitable as the hivo 

peoples now competed for the same land, one for subsistence and the other for 

profit. The British perceived the Maya's hunting. gathering and subsistence 

agricultural practices as a threat to the forest reserves, while the Maya viewed 

colonial expansionisrn as an unwelcorne encroachrnkt in their territory and a threat 

to their survival. 

The Maya responded to the British encroachment with rnilitary action. In 1788, there 

were reports of "attack of the Wild Indians" and in 1802 troops were requested to 

"be sent up river to punish the lndians who are committing depredations upon the 

Mahogany Works". In 1807 and 1809 there were requests for "arms and 

ammunition for gangs ... who have been attacked by Indians." 92 As late as 1817, 

"the exposed and unprotected state of the settlers surrounded by vast hordes of 

lndians who are al1 in the constant habit of breaking in upon their works" continued 

92 G. Burdon, Archives of British Honduras, vol 2. 



to be of concem to colonial a~thorities.'~ 

It is in this context of competing uses of land and competing claims of ownership 

that the British colonizers authored a new text of land ownership which met their 

property needs at the time and legitimized dispossession of the native inhabitants. 

When the British cut logwood on the coast and had Iittle contact with the Maya, 

occupation and logging activity under the 'location laws' worked as a basis for 

recognizable title to forested land. Occupation as the origin of ownership suited 

their property needs. However, this origin became problernatic for two reasons 

when the British çuddenly found themselves trying t; c lah  ownership to land 

already occupied by native in habitants. 

Firstly, to the Maya this British occupation of their traditional territories did not 

bestow a right of ownership and the Maya actively resisted this encroachment. 

Secondly, if mere occupation constituted possession as the origin of ownership the 

loggers would not be able to lay clairn to the valuable forests as the prior occupancy 

of the Maya would forestall settler ownership. Thus, the British had to re-write the 

colonial text of property ownership in Belize. It is in 1817 that we begin to see this 

manifest in policy and legislative action. 

93 N. Boliand, Anthropologyand Historyin the Yucatan, ed. by G. Jones (West 
Indies Press) at 72. 



Shift Away Frorn Occupation based Ownership: 1817- 1840's 

After 1817, occupation and logging activity no longer gave valid tale to land in 

Belize. In that year the Secretary of State for the Colonies prohibited "any 

occupation of Land at Honduras without the sanction of the Superintendent ..."94 and 

"no occupancy will henceforth by deerned valid unless in Strict conformity with the 

pleasure of His Royal Highness the Prince Regent."95 The effect of the proclamation 

was to negate occupation as the basis for ownership in land and to deny the 

authority assumed by the Public Meeting which enacted the Location Laws, and to 

vest al1 unclairneci lands in the Crown, with the Crown having sole power to dispose 
a 

of lands. 

This re-writing of the text of ownership, however, proved not to be as effective a 

guarantee of white settler rights to land as the British had supposed. The 

Amerindians showed little respect for British authority and consistently refused to 

recognize British terrritorial daims over the land they occupied. The Amerindians 

continued to resist their dispossesion by loggers. lin 1847 there was a resurgence 

of anti-colonial activity, and the Maya again became a significant rnilitary threat to 

the peace and security of the settlers? F rom 1847 to 1872 the Maya raided 

" Supra note 86 at 35-6. 

95 Ibid. 

96 For historical accounts of the numerous violent encounters between British 
colonists and various Amerindian groups see: Bolland. The Colonization of Belize, 
Antllropology and Histoy in the Yucatan, at 74-80, and Burdon , Archives of British 



mahogany works, plundering storehouses and demanding rent from the camps for 

the use of their 

This resistance was unacceptable to the British and was seen as giving rise to the 

right to take military action. The colony's Governor issued the following 

memorandum: 

We will not sufTer any perçons whatsoever to dispute British Authorify 
within our Territories as so laid down, and therefore so long as ... the 
lndians dispute Our rights and dare to claim rents or to molest British 
subjects when carrying on their rÎghfful occupation we rnust consider 
thern as enemies whose continuance in our territory is impos~ible.~~ 

As far as the British were concemed, by redefining t6e possessory acts which 

constituted ownership of land they had created a legal right to property that was 

superior to rnere occupation and successfully negated any claims of ownership the 

Maya may have based on occupation. The justification for this negation of a 

well-established common law doctrine from the colonial context was specific use of 

the land. Logging was the raison d'etre of the colony. It was a commericial wealth- 

producing activity conducted by morally and technically advanced civilized society 

and therefore much more legitimate than the subsistence, srnall-scale activities of 

the Indians. 

Honduras vol. 3. 

'' Bolland, The Colonization of Belize, in Anthropology and Mstory in Yucatan, at 
78. 

g8 G.Burdon, Archives of British Honduras, Vol. 3, at 282. 



For example, in 1867, the Yalbac Hills were occupied by various groups of 

Chichenha Maya who were practicing small scale subsistence agriculture, hunting 

and gathering. Despite this prior occupation, most of the land in that area was 

subsequently granted by the Crown to two large timber companies. the Maya did 

not perform the prescribed possessory acts and therefore were not the "owner" of 

the territory in the eyes of the British. Although these companies were neither 

utilizing nor occupying the area at the üme, they nevertheless felt the Maya clearing 

of land for provision grounds to be a threat to their timber reserves. The colonial 

Superintendent agreed that 'they must not be allowed to destroy the trees which 

alone give value to the land on which they are ~~ua<ed.'"~ The Maya refused to 

leave the land they occupied and when the confiict between the two parties 

intensified the Superintendent sent in troops. By the time those troops left the area 

seven Maya villages had been burnt to the ground, provision grounds had been 

razed and approximately 2.000 Maya were either killed or driven from the disputed 

area.'O0 

The above account provides a striking example of the relativity of the constitution of 

possession to the group with the power to interpret it, and of the way in which 

property and ownership were re-conceptualized to prefer the needs of a particular 

99 Supra note 86 at 89. 

' O 0  lbid. at 78. 



segment of society. The British considered their daims of ownership to land to be 

superior to any competing claim by Amerindians based on pnor occupancy. The 

colonial government had carefully constructed a property regime and concept of 

ownership that would support their colonial activies and, by definition, defeat any 

competing Amerindian clairns to the rich timber lands of the interior. Such daims 

were further legitimized by the fact that the use to which the British put the land, 

namely profitable timber hawesting, was considered superior and more worthy of 

recognition than the use of the Amerindians. 

Although the Maya had actively occupied the ~a lbac '~ i l l s  territory for a long tirne, 

hunting. fishing and practising subsistance farming failed to create a legitrnate and 

recognized right of ownership in the eyes of the colonial government. Amerindian 

prior occupation simply did not constitute sufficient acts of possession in which a 

propnetary right to property could be grounded. Therefore Amerindian daims to 

land were illegitirnate, their resistance to British encroachment illegal, and their 

refusal to recognize the superiority of British title punishable through military action. 

Shift to Agricultural Pursuits : 1840's - 1872 

The facts stated above illustrate the idea that the property needs of the colonial 

society in Belize continued to be defined and conceptualized as suited its needs and 

purposes. In the 1840's the continued unprofitability of the timber trade finally led 

land owners to agriculture. With this change in colonial purpose, we see a 

6 3  



corresponding shift in the law of land ownership. 

This shift was reflected in legislation and policy as illustrated in a petition put to the 

House of Cornmons by the settlers in 1841 : "the Cutting of rnahogany and logwood 

having becorne a precarious employment. you Petitioners are desirous of acquiring 

the unquestionable right of cultivating this extensive soil, with bona fide Title of 

Propriety in Arable  land^...."'^' Again in 1856 the colonial Superintendent wrote to 

the colonial office that "it requires little foresight to encourage Agricultural lndustry 

where ever it can be profitably pursued."lo2 

The stimulation towards agricultural pursuits was. in large part, attributable to the 

successful cultivation of sugar and provisions by the Maya famers situated in the 

Northern district. ln 1848 the Maya of Yucatan revolted against the Spanish settlers 

and in the chaos, thousands of Maya Red into Belize. These refugees had been 

small scale cultivators in Yucatan and continued their agricultural activity upon 

settling in Belize. Their efforts were so successful that by 1857 the colonial 

Superintendent wrote to the Colonial Home Office: 

The cultivation of the cane has been attempted by the lndian Settlers 
in the Northern District, who by their own rough rneans. have 
succeeded very fairly in establishing small but rather profitable 
plantations ... and although in no one place is there a large field of 

'O' Supra, note 86 at 67. 

'O2 Ibid. at 69. 



cultivation or anything like scientific agriculture or Manufacture, yet the 
result has shown. The aggregate arnount produced and sent in small 
quantities from time to time to Belize being very c~nsiderable.'~~ 

Arnerindian agricultural efforts, although regarded as primitive, were a direct 

stimulus to the change in colonial purpose from logging to cultivation of the soil. The 

settlers relied on this sucess to appeal to the Colonial Home Office to assume full 

sovereignty over the settlement and deem it a "colony", and to invoke the 

confidence in the territory thought necessary to entice British investors for large- 

scale commerical agricultural production:lo4 

A desire has long been felt in this Settlernent !y its inhabitants that it 
should be declared a Colony, ... That since the Revolution of Yucatan 
in 1848, a large influx of the inhabitants of that Province into this 
Settlement has taken place. They have brought with them their 
Agricultural Arts; which, though rnost primitive have called general 
attention to the unsurpassed fertility of our soil, and its unparalleled 
adaptaion for the cultivation of Cane and Cotton plants, and nurnerous 
other tropical productions .... some of Our most influential Settlers are 

'O3 N . Bolland, The Formation of A Colonial Society: Belize from Conquest to 
Crown Colony, (The John Hopkins University Press, 1977) at 140. 

lW By the middle of the nineteenth century Britain's actions in Belize indicated it 
had al1 but ceased to regard the 1786 treaty with Spain as still in force or to recognize 
Spanish sovereignty. As we know, in 1817 the Superintendant was specifically 
ernpowered to grant titles to lands witin the area covered by the 1886 treaty, and by 
1837 these grants began to encompass territory outside the treaty stated boundaries. 
In 181 9 the British parliament passed an Act providing for the trying of criminal cases in 
the settlernent of Honduras. In 1816 the Spanish govemrnent entered a protest against 
fortifications in the Bay of Honduras, and in 1839 the colonial office agreed to remove 
the ban on cultivation of plantation crops. Each of these actions on the part of the 
British were a violation of the 1786 treaty, thus by the 1840's the only step that the 
colonial government had yet to take was the final one of declaring the colonial status of 
Belize. D .A.G . Waddell, British Honduras, A Historical and Contemporary Survey, 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1961) at 28. 



now ready and desirous to enter into Agricultural pursuits upon a large 
scale ... but even these efforts ... are seriously retarded and obstructed 
by the designation of "Settlementt' which still adheres to this portion of 
your Majesty's Dominions. .. British Capitalists and Merchants. hesitate 
to embark in enterprises of this nature ... owing to a want of confidence 
in the tenure of their  land^...'^^ 1861, March 7th - Legislaiive 
Assernbly of British Honduras. 

The above proclamation by the Belize legislative Assernbly also illustrates the 

inherent dichotomy in British colonial attitudes towards Aboriginal land use. Once 

the viability of agriculture had been pmven by the srnaIl scale activities of the 

Amerindians, the colonial administration and big landowners became very interested 

in plantation development, but considered only the large-scale production of tropical 

crops for export as effort worthy of protection. The gndeavors of the settlers to 

encourage large-scale farming were successful. By 1867 the land under sugar 

cultivation had more than trebled and sugar exports had jumped from the original 

export of 100 barrels to 762 tons.'" 

Land occupied by Maya pioneer agriculturalists now became coveted by the large- 

scale commercial owners. It is in this context of shifting colonial purposes and 

increased cornpetition for land that colonial policy and legislation must be 

understood. With the stimulation towards agriculture, the property regime in Belize 

once again had to be reconstructed to secure the new interests of the European. 

'O5 G. Burdon, Archives of British Honduras, vo1.3, 235-6. 

' O 6  Supra note 86 at 84. 
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The interior of the territory, which had been agriculturally developed by the 

Amerindians, was to be cultivated and settled, but by people of "Anglo Saxon 

Origin". In 1867, Belize colonial Superintendent Austin reported, 

... the great house of Young Toledo 8 Co. ... are now offering 100 
acres of land gratuitously to every male adult ... of Anglo Saxon Origin 
who wiIl settle on those lands on the Western Frontier which we are 
now heard of for the first time as being of unexampled richness ....'O7 

Further, the increased need for land and the continued Maya resistance produced a 

restrictive property regime. Continua! confiict over land with the Amerindians, and 

even ownership disputes arnong the settlers 'O8, created an uncertainty of title which 

acted as a disincentive to investment. Agricultural sÙccess depended on finding 

"some effectua1 mode of quieting titles and rendering them saleable - this is of 

paramount importance to the interests of the Co l~ny . " ' ~~  Security of title was 

'O7 Supra note I O 4  at 145. 

'O8 Conflicts between whites over the granting of land already clairned by 
'location' frequently arose following the 181 7 Proclamation until additonal legislation 
was passed in the 1850's. The fact that claims of land ownership based on occupation 
of a 'location' continued to be a disruptive factor decades after the Crown asserted 
sovereignty is illustrated by the 1830 case where one person claimed ownership 
through location traceable to prior to 1817, the other party claiming ownership to the 
same parcel of land through Crown grant. The issue went to trial and yet despite the 
fact that the 1817 Proclamation legally vested the the power to dispose of land in the 
Crown, the seven magistrates fo the court split on the issue and the matter was sent to 
the jury. The jury deliberated for four days, and theÿ too failed to reach a verdict, broke 
up leaving the case unresolved on the fundamental issue of exactly what created 
ownership in land. Bolland, supra note 86 at 43-44. 

log Supra note 86 at 76. Further, in a petition the settlers themselves, having 
referred to a desire to cultivate corn, rice coffee and tobacco, complained that they 
were "debarred by the uncertain tenure of their lands, except for Mahogany and 
Logwood cutting". Petition to the House of Commons, 2 March 1841. Ibid. at 72. 



achieved through the enactment of three key pieces of legislation: the Laws in Force 

Act of 1856, the Act for Quieting Tifle of 1858, and the Honduras Lands Tifes Act of 

1861. The purpose of each statute was to validate retroactively those titles 

grounded in "location" befoie 181 7, and "to render land marketable even where title 

could not be conclusively estab~ished."~'~ Any disputes over land were now easily 

decided in favour of the settier. Even if clear title could not be made out for, the 

settler's c l ah  was still superior to that of a native occupant. 

Amerindian ownership of land was further restricted with the 1867 colonial 

proclamation stating; "No Indian will be at liberty to &side upon or occupy or 

cultivate any land without previous payment or engagement to pay rent whether to 

the Crown or the owner of the land.""' Consequently, the Amerindian was forced 

to pay for the land they occupied in order to secure any daim to it. This 

dispossession of the Amerindian from their land became final one year later when, 

in a lengthy 'Report on the Land Question', it was recommended the native not be 

allowed to own land at ak 

There are upon the Sibun River some villages inhabited by Indians ... 
Several of these villages are situate upon the lands claimed either by 
the British Honduras Company or Messrs. Young Toledo and 
Company, but whenever they are situate on Crown Lands I think the 
villages and a sufficient surrounding space should be reserved in the 
hands of the Crown for the use of the Indians, no marketable titles 

Ibid. at 75. 

"' G. Burdon, Archives of Bdtish Honduras, vol. 3, at 283. 
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being issued to them [Indians] to enable them to dispose of such 
lands. Il2 

it was this recommendation which formed the basis of the Crown Lands Ordinance 

of 1872, which by its enactment created the reservation system: "it shall be lawful 

for the Leiutenant Governor to reserve such land for the use and enjoyment of such 

in di an^...."'^^ 

Dispossession cleared the way for a takeover of valuable fann lands by settlers. In 

addition, examination of colonial policy also indicates that, at least in part, the 

motivation lay in the need for an efficient labour force for these plantations. In 1869 

the Superintendent concluded that "the principal difficulty in the way of an extended 

growth of Sugar on a large scale will probably be found to consist in the want of 

steady, intelligent and reliable lab~ur.""~ Slavery had been outlawed in 1838 and 

thus Maya farmers were perceived not as the agrïcultural pioneers they were, but 

merely as a potential source of 'tractable' 'obedient' and 'easily managed' labour for 

foreign owed plantations.' l5 

lbid. 

"3 Supra note 82 at 18. 

Supra note 104 at 144. 

"ln the Northern District the number of the population which appears to be 
increasing both from natural causes and by the influx of lndians frorn Yucatan, will 
perhaps be found able to furnish a sufficient number of labourers capable of bieng 
trained into efficiency. In the Sourthern district the planters must either import their 
labour or employ the native." Ibid. Also see, N. Bolland, "Alacades and Reservations: 
British Policy Towards the Maya in Late Nineteenth Century Belize", (1987) Vol. XLVII, 



Berkey has argued that the British motivation for creating reservations in Belize was 

out of "concem for the welfare of the Mayas"'16 and that "it is difficult to generalize 

about the original purposes behind the reservation policy."l17 However, reservations 

were simply the final and ultimate facet of a property regime constructed specifically 

to suit the needs of colonial society, and thus implemented to protect the interests of 

the monied Europeans and dispossess the Amerindians of their much coveted land. 

The original purposes of the reservation policy was to fashion a rneans 'Tor the more 

complete reservation and control of the Maya lndian shifting cultivation ..."'18 This 

policy was recommended in order to ensure that there would be no competing 

daims from Arnerindian occupants for land that the large commercial British 

agriculturalist wanted to cultivate. The policy was considered a necessary response 

to continued Maya resistance to British encroachment. It was the final construct of 

the gradua1 dispossession of the Arnerindian accomplished through the re- 

conceptualization and institutionalization of property rewritten in preference to the 

colonists. 

The proposition that rese~ations were a colonial tooi implemented to control natives 

no.1 Arnerica Indigena, 33 at 48-51. 

'16 Supra note 82 at 25. 

l7 Ibid. at 23. 

"* Third Progress Report on lndian Occupation of British Honduras, by N.S. 
Stevenson, Conservator of Forests, Archives of Belize, January 26, 1933, pg 6. 



and land use is further illustrated by the government implernentation of a set of 

'rules' governing reservations. As the reservation boundaries rarely coincided with 

Amerindian traditional land use patterns, the Maya frequently ignored them in 

search of good land on which to practice their subsistence farming. The non- 

sedentary nature of Amerindian existance continued to aggravate the colonial 

authorities, "the lndians were not closely controlled and they were free to move 

around and make plantations wherever they had a fan~y.""~ In order to remedy this 

lack of control a set of rules went into effect in 1 924.lZ0 

Theçe regulations dictated that the Amerindians no; had tu obtain written 

permission from the colonial authorities to occupy land even on the reservations, 

and pay an occupancy fee of $10 per year. This permission could be denied or 

withdrawn at the discretion of the Surveyor General, and any lndian continuing to 

occupy land in defiance would be subject to prosecution for "unlawful oc~upation".~~' 

The rules further underscored the tenuous nature of the Amerindian hold on land, as 

they gave the government the absolute right to "sell, lease, grant licences over, or in 

any way deal with Any Crown land within the Reser~e." '~ Further, the Amerindians 

'lg A. Wright, Land in British Honduras, (1959) at 118. 

120 Ibid. at 24. 

12' Ibid. 

l" The fact that the authority granted to the colonial authorities was irnplemented 
to favour the economic interest of the white investors is illustrated by the 1932 major 
survey of centres of Amerindian occupation in the Toledo District. There is evidence 



were not entitled to any form of compensation when the government sold or leased 

reservation land to outside interests. 

Contrary to Berkey's clairn, these rules were cleariy not designed out of %oncemt for 

Amerindian welfare, nor did the have the "bettement of their conditions" in mind.lZ3 

They were implemented to, and did, give the government immense control over the 

Arnerindians and their land. And the govemment was not shy in its exercise of its 

control. In 1939 the Conservator of Forests, relying on these rules, recomrnended 

that the Amerindian village of Joventhal, which he claimed contained "undesirable 

lndians from the Colony's reservations who have mo'ved westward out of control," 

should be forcibly moved to the Incasones Reservation then "destroyed by fire." 

The Amerindians were now involuntary renters of land they had lived on for 

centuries, virtual prisoners completely subject to the whims of the colonial 

authorities. 

Thus, under the colonial conceptualization and institution of  property in Belize, the 

that the government wished to demarcate lndian occupation areas and confine natives 
to reservations in order to make large areas of Crown land available for leasing to non- 
Indians. In 1932 the govemment was negotiating with the Tropical Oil Products 
Company to lease Crown land for the establishment of a nut industry in the Toledo 
areas and goverment records show the reserve boundaries were drawn with the 
interests of that Company in mind. Archives of Belize, January 28, 1933, February 21, 
1933. 

lZ3 Third Progress Report on lndian Occupation of British Honduras, Archives of 
Belize, at 4. 



Amerindians responsible for the transformation of the Western district from an 

"unknown wilderness" to an area of valuable farmland, were denied title to land 

altogether, had to pay twenty-five times as much for Crown land as the white 

immigrants, or were destined to become labours of the land they once occupied. 

None of the legislative efforts acknowledged. rewarded or sought to secure the 

property and ownership rights or needs of the Amerindian occupants. As the 

colonists need for arable soi1 increased, Amerindian land use continued to be 

delegitimized by white settlers, and even the srnall scale agricultural efforts of the 

Amerindians, which originally played such a key role in the developrnent of farming 

in Belize were now considered inconsequential and àn impedirnent to commercial 

exploitation. All legislation and policy pertaining to property and ownership in land 

reinforced the economic raison d'etre of the settlement and ensured the superiority 

of colonial ownership claims over those of Amerindian occupants. 



FlVE 

The Colonial Experience of Guyana 

Like Belize, the colonial experience of Guyanaltz4 first as a Dutch and later a British 

territory, also illustrates how the concept of property was manipulated during the 

colonial era, shaped by governmental policy, and imilernented by legislation to suit 

the needs of the dominant European encroachers. As with Belize, the institution of 

property in colonial Guyana was constructed in response to the changing needs of 

the colonists, regardless of any detrimental impact or infringement on the 

fundamental rights of the indigenous occupants. In addition, as in Belize, the 

original purpose for European activity in Guyana was the trade in valuable forest 

lZ4 Although spelled 'Guiana' during the colonial period, 'Guyana' is the modem 
diction and the one that will be used throughout the text. Before unionization in 1831, 
the colony of 'Guiana' in reality consisted of three separate colonies, Essequibo. 
Demerara and Berbice. Under the Dutch these three had separate political institutions 
but for the most part were administered alike, and al1 came under the aufhority of the 
Dutch West lndia Company who held the monopoly over this territory. Under British 
occupation, the three continued to be administered together and this arrangement was 
forrnalized in 1831 when the united colony of British Guiana was founded. See Harold 
Lu tch man, From Colonialism to Co-Operative Republic, Aspects of Political 
Development in Guyana, lnstitute of Caribbean Studies, 1974. This distinction is 
irrelevant to my analysis, and therefore, I will be referring to the colony as 'Guyana' 
regardless of the üme period. 



products, a purpose which was soon overshadowed by more lucrative agricultural 

pursuits. However, whereas in Belize the causative factor which effected policy and 

legislative changes to property was the upsurge of agricultural pursuits, a similar 

shift to a plantation economy in Guyana caused no similar changes to the property 

regime in place. The crucial difference lay in the fact that the re-conceptualization of 

property in Guyana was not linked to the colonial need for Amerindian land, but to 

the colonist's need for the Amerindians themselves- 

The pre-colonial aboriginal population of Guyana consisted of fairly typical South 

American tropical forest dwelling tribes. They practi6ed shifting cultivation with 

cassava as a staple, decentralized political and organizational structures and lived 

within shifting territories. Based on anthropological evidence found in the North 

West region of Guyana it has been estimated that the earliest ancestors of modem 

day AmerÏndians first entered the country around eleven thousand years ago. 125 

Such data provide valuable information on the settlement patterns, land use, social 

and political organization of the Amerindian nations still found in Guyana today. For 

example, such anthropological data can place the ancestors of the Warau nation 

along the north west coast over seven thousand years ago. It was this ancient 

nation who invented the first seaworthy dugout, and it was by means of this vehicle 

12' D. Williams, Pages in Guyanese Prehistory (Published for the Walter Roth 
Museum of Anthropology, Georgetown, Guyana, 1995) at 2. 



that 1 became possible for the islands of the Carribean to be pe~p led . '~~  

Similarly, petroglyphs provide conclusive evidence of the existence of the Loko 

Arawaks having settled on the Aruka River around three thousand five hundred 

years ago. Such rock paintings record their descenl along the Corentyne River to 

the eventual resettlement from Orealla right across the Demerara, where today, 

communities of Guyana's most predorninant Amerindian nation still survive.127 

The earliest estimates of the Amerindian population in the area corne from the 

period of first European contact in the 1500's. The p'opulation ranged from ninety 

thousand to well over one hundred thousand.lZ8 However it was precisely this 

interaction with colonists that brought disease, dependency and displacement from 

life-giving land, and led to mass death of the Amerindians in the first century after 

contact. This decimation of entire populations gave rise to the 1890 prediction by 

British colonial officers that total extinction of the Amerindian race was ine~itable.'~~ 

However, the horrific magnitude of that prediction spurred the colonizing 

government into action and better health care, immunization and nutrition spared 

126 J.Wishart,ThePrehistoficWarauofGuyana (PublicationfortheWalterRoth - 

Museum of Anthropology, Georgetown, Guyana, 1994) at 5. 

127 lbid. 

lZ8 M.N. Menezes, The Amerindians and the Europeans (Georgetown: Red 
Threads Women's Press. 1993) at 17. 

lbid. 



the natives from that fate. In 2940 the census recorded eleven thousand 

Arnerindians in Guyana.'30 

Today the Amerindians are the fourth largest ethnic group in Guyana. In total. the 

nine existing nations nurnber approximately 48,860 persons and comprise almost 

seven percent of the total Guyanese populati~n.'~' Approximately 85% of the 

Arnerindian population falls below the national poverty line and only 2,980 adults are 

above the age of 55.132 As for the land situation of the Amerindians. approximately 

1.4 M.Ha. of the state total of 21 -5 M.Ha. is allotted to Amerindians. This allotment 

is divided among 77 communities who possess a f o h  of limited title to at least 

sorne of their traditional lands. Some 31 more communities, representing a 

combined population of over 5,000 people lack any daim to the land they occupy at 

ali. 

During the pre-emancipation period, the Guyanese Amerindian was an invaluable 

human resource. lnitially the Amerindian was essential to European traders as the 

only suppliers of vaiuable forest products, and later in the 17th century, when 

plantation-style agriculture had become prominent, as interna1 security forces to 

13' Guyana National Development Strategy Discussion Paper, "Amerindianl 
Hinterland Issues" Amerindian Research Unit, University of Guyana, p.1. 



protect planters against slave uprisings. This reliance on the native dictated 

European- Amerindian relations be respectful, friendly and mutually lucrative. 

Unlike the experience in Belize, it was not the advent of an agricultural economy, 

but the abolition of slavery which initiated the re-conceptualization of property in 

Guyana. The post-emancipation period is marked by changes in Amerindian policy 

as the role of the Amerindian changed from that of a valued human resource to 

useless dependent. Legislation soon followed, beginning the systematic 

dispossession of the Guyanese Amerindians from their traditional lands and the 

deliberate construction of a property scheme rneant io serve the needs of the 

European. 



The Dutch 1599 - 1803 

It was durhg the exploratory, wealth seeking ventures of the early 1500's that 

Spanish ships first landed on the shores of Guyana and thus becarne the first 

Europeans to come in contact with the original in habitant^.'^^ The Spanish proved 

oppressive and the Amerindians shunned further contact, retreating into the wilds of 

the interior. Consequently, no permanent relationship ever developed.'" It was not 

until the mid-1500's when the Dutch began to trade along the coast with the 

Arnerindians for forest products that any substantial ;ontact with the Arnerindians 

was rnaintained. The first successful colony in Guiana was establislied by the Dutch 

at Fort Kyk-over-al on the Essequibo river in 1 599.13' 

The original purpose behind the Dutch presence in Guyana was to trade with local 

inhabitants who cultivated or collected numerous plant products of high commercial 

value on European markets. such as annatto dye, rubber and letter~ood. '~~ As 

trading became increasingly lucrative, a Charter monopoly was issued to the Dutch 

'33 A.Thompson, Colonialism and Underdevelopmen t in Guyana 1580-7 803, 
(Barbados: Carib Publications, 1987) at 15-1 6. 

134 A. R. R. Webber, Handbook of British Guiana, (ArgosyPress, 1931) at 5. 

13' Ibid, at 1 1 . 
13' Sir A. Clementi, A Constitutional History of Bntish Guiana, (London: 

MacMillan and Co., 1937) at 13. 



West lndia Company in 1621 .'" This Charter designated the Orinoco as the 

westemmost limit of the monopoly . It explicitly stated trade as its goal, empowering 

the Company to make alliances and agreements with the natives, erect forts, and 

establish a military governrnent as necessary to achieve this goal. By 1650 the 

Company had ten settlements, al1 of which were placed along main river ways. 

Despite the fact that the Charter provisions also "conceded and granted permission 

to choose and occupy ... such district of land as their subordinate colonists shall in 

any wise be able to cultivate," these settlements were viewed by the Board of the 

Dutch West lndia Company as trade centers only. They were not to be developed 

as agricultural ventures.13' 
.r 

The Shift from Trade to Agriculture 

It was not until 1658-59, when four ships filled with colonists and slaves left Brazil for 

Guyana, that agriculture became a part of the colonial focus in Guyana.13' These 

Brazilian planters brought with thern capital and technical knowledge of sugar 

cultivation, and from this time sugar plantations became an important aspect of the 

econornic life of the colony. By 1762 there were ninety-three plantations in the 

lS7 British Guiana Boundary Arbitration with the United States of Venezuela: 
Appendix 1, No. 18, "Charter Granted by the High Mightinesses the Lords the States- 
General, to the West lndia Company", 3 June, 1621, at 44. 

F. Ramsahoye, The Development of Land Law in British Guiana, (New York: 
Oceana Publications, 1966) at 1 19. 

'39 Supra note 1 34 at 32. 



Demerara region alone and within seven years that number had increased to two 

hundred and six. There was no formal properiy regirne in place and uncontrolled 

acquisition was the order of the day during the 17th century. So long as permission 

was received from the Directors of the Company everyone was allowed simply to 

choose his land "as long as this can be done without inconvenience to ~thers. " '~~ 

Not only were they suppliers of trade, but Amerindians were needed by plantation- 

style agnculturists for another reason. As the sugar cane industry took hold the 

number of slaves in the colony increased and correspondingly so did the number of 

escaped and rebelling slaves. Their expert knowleGge of the forests made 

Amerindians indispensable as interna1 security forces, capturing escaped slaves and 

providing military support during incidents of slave rebellion. 

The incidents of armed slave insurrection increased yearly, and fear of uprising was 

a very real concern in colonial Guyana. In 1762 the population of the Berbice region 

numbered 346 whites, 244 Indians, and 4,077 Negro slaves14'. The following year a 

slave insurrection resulted in a-reduction of the overall population by 21 % and of 

the white population by 66%. In 1772, it took 300 Caribs to quell an uprising which 

saw the death of the plantation owner, his wife and family, and numerous 

I 4 O  Supra note 139 ai 123. 

14' Supra note 134 at 93. 



neighbouring  planter^.'^^ By 1795 there were at least eight extensive "bush 

communities" of escaped slaves in Demerara and over 8,000 slaves in that 

~ o u n t y . ' ~ ~  Counter measures were taken in the form of military expeditions to 

capture runaways and ferret out the bush communities, but in the wilds of the 

Guyanese interior the Dutch military was at a severe disadvantage and the reliance 

on the native expertise in forest navigation and guerilla warfare became absolute. 

Thus for pragmatic, economic and strategic reasons the Dutch realized from the 

outset that a policy of peaceful CO-existence with indigenous occupants was most 

prudent. Since the colonytç profitability ultimately refied on the continuous economic 

CO-operation of the Amerindian, the Dutch West lndia Company was instructed by 

home government that the friendship of the natives should at al1 times be cultivated, 

that "not the least offense might be given to them."'* In turn, the West lndia 

Company advised al1 Dutch colonists that any attempt made to  restrict the freedom 

of these peoples was contrary to the official policy of the Dutch West India Company 

14' M.N. Menezes, The British Policy Towards the Amenndians in British Guiana, 
1803-7873, (Oxford: Oxford Press, 1977) at 49. 

'" G. Pinckard, Notes on the West Indies, (London: London Press, 1806) at 
247-8. Also see Thompson, supra note 134 at 93. 

'" C. Gibson, C., The Spanish Tradition in Amenca, (New York: New York 
Press, l968), at 4041. 



and was a punishable o f fen~e. '~~ On August 23, 1686 the Commander of 

Essequibo issued the first official statement of this policy which absolutely banned 

the taking of "red slaves" from among the local Amerindians and again in 1729 a 

proclamation was issued forbidding any coercion of 1r1dians.l~~ The following 

dispatch from the colony's Director-General to the Directors of the West lndia 

Company illustrates DutchIAmerindian policy: 

There is no one, Your Honours, who is more convinced how 
advantageous and necessary the friendship of the Indians is to this 
colony ... I therefore neglect no opportunity of cultivating their friendship 
and protecting them frorn all ill-treatment and tyranny of the whites as 
far as it is expedient to do..14? 

w 

This was codified in an Ordinance passed by the States-General which decreed that 

"All persons were prohibited from purchasing or holding as slaves, any Indian, or the 

offspring of lndian wornen, of whatsoever tribe" and was implemented under a 

twofold systern, consisting of friendship treaties, and the Postholder system of 

annual remuneration .'48 

Friendship treaties were negotiated to foster good trade relations. These friendship 

14' Ibid. at 47. 

'" British Guiana Boundary Dispute Arbitration, Appendix 11. No.181, 
Proclamation made by the Commandeur Essequibo, 4 July, 1729, at 9. 

147 M.N. Menezes, The Amerindians in Guyana, (Exeter: Wheaton & Co. Ltd, , 
1979) at 173-74. 

148 Supra note 143 at 181. 



treaties were few and far betw6en and were more of a diplornatic gesture of 

friendship than a document defining specific rights and obligation of the parties.149 

For example, at the beginning of the 18th century a small group of Arawak traveled 

to the Netherlands to conclude 'Treaties of Peace", the terrns of which focused on 

good relations, allowance of limited European presence and guarantees for 

Amerindian independence and freedorn frorn ensla~ernent.'~~ The treaties did not 

contain clauses extinguishing indigenous claims to land but focused solely on the 

nature of European-Amerindian relations. 

From the tirne of first contact the Dutch had an info&al policy of making presents of 

European goods to the Amerindians in order to encourage a trading partnership. But 

as Dutch reliance on the Amerindians increased in stride with the slave threat, the 

Dutch quickly implemented the second prong of their Amerindian policy by 

forrnalizing this system of remuneration. Stations were established throughout 

Dutch territory by the West lndia Company for the purpose of encouraging trade with 

the natives, discouraging encroachment by the Spanish and serving as barriers to 

14' Many writers have referred to the 'alliance' of the Dutch and Amerindians, 
giving the false impression that Amerindian nations as a whole entered into specific 
agreements with Dutch authorities. This is untrue. Dutch colonial records show that as 
early as 1672 the Dutch did occasionally draw up forma1 treaties with various groups of 
Amerindians but these were mainly with individual groupings of the Arawak, Waurau 
and Carib nations. See Menezes, supra note 143 at 46. 

N .  Whitehead, Lords of the Tiger Spirit, A History of the Caribs in Colonial 
Venezuela and Guyana, 14984820, (Fons Publications, 1988) at 159. 



runaway slaves. Postholders, the Company's offcials in the interior, administered 

these stations, and were charged in Article I of the 1756 Postholder Instructions to 

"not oppress nor molest the lndians but rather encourage them in a friendly manner 

to serve the colony ..."15' 

As the Dutch need for the Amerindians continued to increase, the Postholders were 

instructed to distribute "presents" for service rendered by Amerindians in tirne of 

military need. The 'presents-giving system' was set out in a letter dated 1783 from 

the Directors of the Company to the officiais in the colony who instructed that 

Amerindian leaders from various districts of the counky were invited to corne to Fort 

Essequibo. They were to be offered land for permanent settlement close to the forts 

and to be given presents of silver-headed sticks, silver collars and rurn.lS2 In return, 

the leaders were to pledge to corne back annually with a list of the men under their 

command and to renew their pledge of assistance to the Dutch in times of military 

need. As further inducement they were promised more presents of European goods 

and food staples. In addition, guns would be distributed to each of them at these 

yearly inter~als. l~~ 

15' Supra note 148, at Appendix VI Instructions By with the Postholder Shall 
Reg ulate Hirnselt 18 July, 1756 at 278. 

15* J . Rodway, A History of Bitish Guiana. (Georgetown: Georgetown Press, 
1894), at 28. 



The British Period 1803 - 1910 

The British first captured the Dutch colonies in 1782 and a bewildering rotation 

between the British, Dutch and French ensued until Guyana was finally ceded to the 

British in 1803 as signified by the ratification of the Ternis of Capitulation. Under this 

agreement virtually nothing was changed in the colony except the flag? At first the 

British followed the Dutch Amerindian policy almost to the letter, even raising the 

stakes to ensure Amerindian military support by increasing the Posthholder's annual 

distribution of presents to triennial payrner~ts.'~~ At the time of Dutch capitulation the 

slave to white ratio was approximately 40 to 1, a fact that convinced the British it 

was still "absolutely indispensable for the ~overnor i o  have the lndians at hiç 

command" ls6 and the new home government was advised, "[i]t would be better 

lY Under the Articles of Capitulation 1803, The Laws of British Guiana, A.D. 
1803, the Prearnble guaranteed the status quo, 

''The Laws and Usages of the Colony shall remain in force and be respected, the 
mode of taxation now in use to be adhered to and the inhabitants shall enjoy the 
public exercise of their Religion in the same manner as before Capitulation;" and 
under Article 1, "[tlhe inhabitants shall have the full and irnrnediate enjoyment of 
al1 prope rty..." 

This document was confirmed by the Treaty of London in 1814. It is notable that the 
Amerindians were not parties to the treaty nor did the European parties purport to 
negotiate on their behalf. This treaty defined the rights solely between Great Britain 
and the Dutch. The Treaty of London did not even contain provisions contemplating the 
status of Guyana's first inhabitants. 

lS5 Supra note 1 34 at 20 1. 

'56 In a letter from the Governor of Guyana to the Colonial office recognition of 
Amerindian use and the need for continued friendly relations was set out: 

"ln 1810 The lndian Chief Minarawa likewise of the Charyb Nation came 
down the River Essequibo fom the lnterior to daim Presents due to Him 
as he said by the government and which he insisted upon having saying 
that "The Charyb Nation had at all times been the Friends of the Whites, 



Policy to keep these People in good humour and as their Wants are few and of the 

most trivial description their attachment may be secured at a very small expense." 

1 57 

This two-pronged system, first instituted by the Dutch, was the only colonial 

provision relating to relations with the Amerindians of Guyana, and continued to be 

the only one in force even after the British asserted sovereignty in the early 1800's. 

This lack of colonial regulation can be explained by two contributing factors. Not 

only was regulation of the Amerindian undesirable in the Guyana context for risk of 

alienating essential human resources. it was unneceçsary because of the lack of 

were the original Proprietors of the Country, and if he did not get his 
presents, that the Charybs would immediately carry on war against the 
Arawacks & Akawys [who are now our Friends and allies] and whorn they 
would exterminate ..." In a Colony like that of Demerara extending along a 
line of Sea Coast upwards of 130 Miles with only one Road not exceeding 
Two Thousand (2000) effective men to carry amis. - A Black population of 
upwards of sixty Thousand (60,000) Slaves ... the only Protection left to 
the Inhabitants are the lndian Tribes, dreaded by the Negroes and the 
only People fit to follow the Runaways ... This makes it absolutely 
indispensable for the Governor to have the lndians at his Command ... By 
this Statement it will be seen that no other line of conduct with respect to 
he lndians can be adopted that the one I have pursued which was 
followed by the old Dutch Government. Presents were given ... He had 
orderç for so doing yearly, and had positive orders to keep up the greatest 
friendship with the Indians. The Indians have been the Saving of the 
Colony at two different Revolts of the Negroes, for which they have been 
paid as well as received Presents. 

Colonial Office. 11 1114. Statement of the Circumstances attending the Presents to the 
Charyb and lndian Chiefs at Demerara, Governor Bentinck of Guyana to Colonial 
Onice. Dated 17 Oct 1812. See Menezes, supra note 148 at 55. 

'" Supra note 148 at 50. 



competition for land between indigenous occupants and European settlers. While 

the colonial purpose was solely trade, the actual number of colonists remained quite 

low.'" This fact resulted in limited interaction with the Amerindians. Virtually no 

competition for land existed between Amerindians and colonists during the pre- 

emancipation per io~i . '~~ 

The advent of sugar cultivation increased the white population somewhat, but land 

grabbing by the colonists still remained unnecessary. Whereas in Belize the colonial 

agriculturalist needed the land inhabited by the indigenous occupants, this was not 

so in Guyana. At the time of emancipation, less than one-tenth of one percent was 

under sugar cultivation and there was less than one person per square mile in 

'" It has been suggested that by 1642 the European population of one of the 
main settlements, Essequibo, was not more than thirty, ail exclusively Company 
personnel engaged exclusively in trade with the Indians. See Thompson, supra note 
134 at 31 and Clementi, supra note 137 at 13. 

lS9 There is evidence that the early Dutch did push the Amerindians out of their 
hornelands. A pattern of interior migration is diçcernible during that period, noticed in 
Berbice in the 1670's and in Demerara in the second half of the eighteenth century. 
Dutch historian of the period, Hartsinck notes that in the early colonial period it was 
possible to find relatively large villages of sixteen to eighteen households in the lower 
parts of the colony, but by 1770 most villages were located rnuch futher inland, while 
only two or three households could be found living together in the remaining villages of 
the lower coastal areas. See Thompson, supra note 134 at 192. In a few instances 
physical resistence was offered, but most times they quietly retreated to areas less 
accessibele to the new invaders. The characteristic response of the Amerindian who 
wished to avoid contact with Europeans was retreat into the interior, "The land is wide, 
we need not meet the white man everywhere." (For further discussion on the 
Amerindian response to Eurpean encroachment in Guyana see Menezes, supra note 
148 at 206.) 



Guyana? ln1840 Belize had 50,000 acres under cultivation in a territory 

encompassing only 8,886 sq miles161. Comparatively, in Guyana only 6O.OOO acres 

were under cultivation in a territory over ten times the size of Belize, rneasuring 

89.840 sq. rniIes.lB2 

Further, the presence of the Europeans was exclusively concentrated along the 

coast and the mouths of main rivers within 50 miles of the coast ft was therefore 

easy for the Amerindians to avoid unwanted contact, which in turn decreased 

incidences of violent confrontation and the excuse for oppressive actions. This lack 

of cornpetition for land, combined with the €uropean' reliance on the native, 

rendered colonial laws regarding indigenous land rights and use. its resources, 

personal liberty and almost every other aspect of their lives, unnecessary and 

undesirable in the pre-emancipation period in Guyana. 

POST - EMANCIPATION PERIOD 1838 - 1910 

Colonial Policy and Legislation 

I 6 O  McLewin, P., Power and Econornic Change: The Response to Emancipation in 
Jamaica and British Guiana 78404865, (New York: Garland Publishing, 1987) at 28 & 
106. 

16' Supra note 82 at 109. 

16* Supra note 161 at 28 footnote 21. 



The status quo remained until 1833 when an abrupt change of Amerindian policy 

began with the abolition of slavery. The Act for the abolition of siavery throughout 

the British Colonies, for promoting the industry of rnanumifted slaves, and for 

compensating the persons hitherto entitled to the senlice of such slaves, was 

passed the House of Gommons on the 7th of August 1833.'63 An "apprenticeship 

system" was irnplemented, the effect of which deemed al1 slaves "apprenticed 

laborers" and delayed full ernancipation unül 1838. 

Slave labour had been the backbone of plantation-styie agriculture, and for a colony 

Iike Guyana with no viable local source of labour to réplace the freed slaves, 

abolition sounded like a death knoll to the rich plantation owners. Thus 

emancipation was the socioeconornic trigger which launched a reconceptualization 

of property in Guyana. The dominant class of white planters imrnediately began to 

construct a system of ownership and land tenure specifically designed to preserve 

the sugar industry, protect their interests of the white planters, and keep the 

ownershiplpower structure intact. 

Specifically, ernancipation effected two fundamental changes to the socio-economic 

face of British Guyana. First, as the trade in forest wares was over and slave 

rebellion no longer a threat, the perceived role of the Amerindian changed from that 

'63 Supra note 137 at 103. 



of valued counterpart to one of useless dependent. The European's need for the 

Amerindian disappeared and correspondingly the prior Amerindian policy became 

fiscally inexpedient and unnecessary. This change rnarked the start of a legislative 

trend which would systernatically dispossess Amerindians, extinguish al1 their 

inherent rights to use of the land and its resources, and ultimately place them on 

reservations where almost every aspect of Amerindian existence, from personal 

mobility and labour to child rearing, could be regulated and controlled. A few 

decades after emancipation, colonial legislation had changed the Guyanese 

Amerindian from a sovereign, independent people and valued counterpart. to a 

dependent. controlled, and marginalized people without territorial integrity. 

This shift of colonial policy can first be detected in the discourse of British 

authorities on the 'Indian system' set up under the Dutch. Where it was once 

economical and prudent to follow the policy of Amerindian friendship and 

remuneration, immediately afier the abolition of slavery the British Governor of 

Guyana proposed a reduction in this expenditure writing to the Colonial Home 

Office: "These lndians have cost this colony within the last ten years ... and it is my 

intention to bring ... reduction of this very heavy e~pense." '~~ Soon the British were 

rejecting the policy of presents since "donations of that kind are a waste of public 

'" Supra note 143 at 45-46 



rn~ney , " '~~  and stated that '"the periodic distribution of presents leads to 

drunkenness ... and is not attended by any advantages which can compensate for 

the e~pense." '~~ The Postholderfpresents policy was discontinued on the eve of the 

final abolition of slavery in 1838 and fonnally abandoned in 1 842.l6? 

Second, in addition to eliminating the reliance on Amerindians, emancipation 

threatened to decimate the very lucrative sugar industry, creating an immediate and 

urgent need for labourers and land. An estimated 85,000 slaves were registered in 

the colony at the time of abolition in 1834.16' Supplying a new and affordable 

workforce for the plantations became imperative. TG Peter Rose, the Chair of the 

"Commission of Enquiry into the Condition and Prospects of the Colony after 

Emancipation", immigration was the "one ail-important subject, as beside it, al1 other 

sink into complete in~ignificance."'~~ The Rose Report attested the need for labour 

was desperate and "a large and continuous stream of immigration ... necessary to 

maintain British Guiana as a sugar-producing country, and Save the invested capital 

16' Ibid. 

16' Colonial Office, 11211 5, Lord Goderich to Sir D'Urban, 19 March 1831. 

16' Supra note 134 at 201. 

' 68 J . Mand le, The Plantation Economy: Population and Economic Change jn 
Guyana 1838-1 960, (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1973), at 21 & 24. 

169 Supra note 148 at 200. 



estates frorn eventual annihilati~n."~~~ This advice was not ignored and soon 

colonial legislation was enacted to encourage immigration of labourers17', bringing 

almost 350,000 immigrants to the country between 4835 and 1920.'~~ 

This importation of a new work force, combined with the freeing of thousands of 

slaves and the continual arriva1 of new settlers from an overpopulated Er~gland'~~ 

created a colonial need for land in Guyana that had never existed dunng the Dutch 

period. As the immigrants continued to pour into Guyana, and the 85,000 

emancipated slaves began to cultivate small plots of land, the swarnpy coastal areas 

offered less and less arable land for settlers. In the &ady decades of the 19th 

Parliamentary Papers, British Guiana Miscellaneous Papers, 1850, Report of 
the Commissioner, 28 December, 1850, at 356-57. 

171 The 1861 Ordinance, No. 14, was designed in part to encourage much 
needed immigration in order to preserve agriculturai industry of the colony. Sections 15 
and 16 were both specifically directed at immigration, and allowed for free grants of 
land to incoming immigrants. 

17* J . Mand le, The Plantation Economy: Population and Economic Change in 
Guyana 78384960, (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1973) at 21 & 24. 

173 This need for territorial expansion was illustrated in the 1838 Report of the 
House of Commons Committee on Aborigines in British Settlements: 

"with al1 its desire to give encouragement to emigration, and to find a soi1 
to which our surplus population may retreat, it will tolerate no scheme to 
which implies violence or fraud in taking possession of a territory ... it is 
Our office to carry civilization and humanity, peace and good government, 
and above all, the knowledge of the true God ..." 

Report of House of commons Committee on Aborigines in British Settlements. (June 
26, 1837) S. vii. 



century, Dr. John Hancock wrote, in his Observations on the Climate, Soil and 

Production of British Guiana, and on the Advantages of Emigration to and 

Coloniiing the Interfor of That Countty, that the only available land for settling of the 

free colonist was that occupied by the Arawak and the Akawois and could not be 

taken "without extenninating the in di an^."'^^ 

Although extermination of the Indian was not an avenue the British overtly engaged 

in, the need for more arable land in Guyana was recognized by the colonial 

authorities. On the eve of emancipation the colonial government implemented the 

first piece in a series of legislation intended to exert dm control over land and tenure 

and to preserve the sugar industry. Coinciding with the full emancipation of the slave 

population in Guyana, Ordinance 6 of 1838 was passed and for the first time al1 

ungranted land in Guyana was declared Crown Iand.17' 

This was the first piece of colonial legislation which directly affected Amerindian 

property and ownership rights. Although the Govemor disingenuously claimed that 

the government had not dispossessed the Indians of their territory which they 

174 Hancock, Dr. John, Observations on the Climate, Soil and Production of 
British Guiana, and on the Advantages of Emigration to and Colonizing the lnterior of 
That Countw Second Edition, (London 1840). 

17' No. 6 of 1838, An Ordinance to provide for the Appointment of 
Supenntendents of the Rivers and Creeks of British Guiana, National Archives of 
Guyana. 



occupied as "freely and uninterruptedly as they had before the arrÏvai of the 

Bri t i~h." '~~ it was now illegal for Amerindians to occupy, rernove any natural 

products or cultivate the soi1 of Crown land without the proper licence or grant. 

Furthemore, trespassers were liable to punishment of imprisonment with hard 

labour and/or a fine? Not only had the Crown claimed ownership over lands 

traditionally held by Amerindians, but they now had to apply for a grant of 

occupancy from the govemment and pay annual rents in order to secure daim to 

the land they had traditionally occ~pied. '~~ With this enactment the Amerindians 

became tenants "at the pleasure of Her Majesty" on land occupied by they, 

themselves, for hundreds of year~.'~' 

Although the Amerindian was no longer allowed to reside or plant without 

permission in the fom of a licence from the Crown, the right to cut wood on Crown 

land was specifically reserved to the Amerindian. Ordinance 6 of 1838 provided that 

loggers could only cut wood on Crown land once the proper licence was obtained, 

certain conditions were met and required rnonies paid. Section ten of that sarne Act 

however, stipulated Amerindians were allowed to cut timber on Crown lands freely. 

without a licence. 

17' Supra note 148 at 204. 

Supra note 176. Section 8. 

178 Ibid. 

179 Ibid. 



By the 1860's the timber industry had become increasingly profitable but due to the 

unscrupulous practices of whites exploiting the lndian right to cut timber, this right as 

affirmeci under the 1838 legislation was now resulting in heavy losses of revenue to 

the Cr~wn.'~O J. Smith, Attorney General of Guyana at the time, suggested the 

revocation of the Amerindian right to cut timber without a license: 

No doubt the rights and interests of the lndian ought to be regarded, but on 
the other hand the Revenue must be protected, and it is necessary to guard 
against dishonest traders carrying on an illicit trafic under color of the 
aboriginal owners of the s0i1.'~' 

A revised set of regulations for the disposa1 of Crown lands and woodcutting was 
* 

drafted, stipulating that no lndian was "entitled to cut timber on ungranted Crown 

land, except for his own use, any person receiving timber from any lndian so cut, 

whether for payment or not will be liable..."182 

Despite this attempt to extinguish Amerindian timber rights Section 40 of Ordinance 

No. 14 of 1861, repeated the affirmation and recognition of existing Amerindian 

rig hts. Section ten of No.6 1 838 provided it is unlawful for anyone but a licensee to 

cut timber, "[blut nothing in the Ordinance shall be construed to prejudice, alter or 

affect anL right or privilege heretofore legally possessed, exercised or enjoyed by 

IBO Supra note 148 at 202 & 206. 

la' Colonial Office, 111/331 J.L Smith to Walker, 5 August 1861. 

18' Supra note 148 at 203. 
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any Aboriginal lndian of this C~lony." '~~ 

At first glance this affirmation looks like a positive legal right bestowed on the 

Amerindian, but a report by the Govemor to the home government illustrates that 

the British viewed the Arnenndian right to the resources of the land as somewhat 

[ess than fundamental: "under Ordinance No. 14 1861 section 40 ... Aborigines are 

pennitted to work on Crown Lands but only as a favor."'" This perception is 

evidenced by the impounding of 7,000 feet of greenheart cut by Akawoi by British 

authorities on the grounds that they had exceeded their rights by cutting timber on 
1 

ungranted Crown lands. The true purpose of this piece of legislation was to 

further tighten control over land use and resources. 

This sentiment is formalized in section 53 of Ordinance No.9 of 1873 which repeats 

the recognition and affirmation of Amerindian rights, but erodes Amerindian rights to 

land and its resources by adding: 

Provided that the Govemor may ... make any regulations to him 
seeming fit defining the privileges and rights to be enjoyed by 
Amerindians in relation to the Crown lands and forests, and the nvers 

183 No.14 of 1861, An Ordinence to make better Provision for the Care and 
Superinfendence of the Rivers, Creeks, Crown Lands and Forests of fhe Colony, 
National Archives of Guyana, s.40. 

lW Supra note 143 at 210. 

'*' Supra note 148 at 204. 



and creeks of the C ~ l o n y . ' ~ ~  

By this provision, the Govemor held cornplete authority and unfettered discretion to 

define the rights of Amerindians as he saw fit, not only in relation to timber rights, 

but with regards to any and al1 uses of Crown lands, rivers and creeks. This 

discretionary provision was repeated in s.41 of the Crown Lands Ordinance of 1903. 

Resetvations and the final and full Dispossession of the Amerindian 

On the authority of the s.41 power to define lndian privilege the Governor of Guyana 

enacted the legislation that created Amerindian reseptions. Up to this point, the 

Guyanese Amerindians had been dispossessed of their lands, ownership and use 

rights by degrees. Wth the implernentation of the reservation system, 

dispossession became full and final, and the s.40 recognition and affirmation of 

Amerindian rights disappeared from the law books.'87 Ordinance No.28 of 191 0 

'86 Ordinance No. 9 of 7873, The Laws of British Guiana, Cap.175. at 261 3, 
s.41, National Archives of Guyana. 

'" Land reservations seem to have been the idea of the Land and Ernigration 
Board which was created in 1840 and functioned until 1878 as an advisor to the British 
Colonial Onice on matters relating to land in the colonies. The system had already 
been adopted in other British colonies, such as Belize in 1872. See Berkey, supra note 
82 at 18. Additional motivation for the creation of reservations in Guyana may have 
been fear of native uprisings such as those suffered in Belize, Australia, New Zealand, 
the Americas and Africa. These were held in protest against increasingly oppressive 
regulation, dispossession from their land and blantant disregard for native rights. 
lnstead a policy of control and pacification through segregation was quickly 
implernented. It is at this point that the legislative creation of the lndian reservations 
took place. As the British need for land increased and their utility of the Amerindian 
decreased these nations became a burden that needed to be controlled. 



created nine reservations and twelve districts. '88 

The provisions under this Ordinance were not intended to privatize Amerindian land 

or grant ownership. Reserved land was comrnunally held, subject to the Crown's 

ultimate title and control. Amerindians had rights of residence on the land but 

almost every other aspect of Amerindian autonomy was dictated and controlled by 

this enactment, 

Under Section 5 of that Ordinance the Govemor was authorized to forcibly place an 

Amerindian on a reserve, or forcibly remove him. ~oreover, the Governor's 

permission had to be sought and a "pass" obtained for an Amerindian to depart or to 

gain entry to the reserve. The Governor decided how the money provided to the 

reserve was to be expended and also controlled the distribution of the net produce 

of the labour of the Amerindians within the cornmunity. Also under s.5, the 

Govemor had the authority to issue regulations providing for the control of al1 

aboriginals, the care, custody and education of aboriginal children, the maintenance 

of discipline and good order on the reserve and the prohibition of any rites or 

customs that in the Govemor's opinion were undesirable. Under S. 14, Amerindian 

property, whether movable or immovable, could be retained, sold or disposed of. 

la8 Ordinance No.28 of 1 9 1 0, An Ordinance to provide the Better Protection of 
the Abonginal Indians of the Colony, December 28, 191 0, National Archives of Guyana. 



Under Part I i I l  entitled "Employment of Aboriginal Indians," permission of 

employment had to be obtained from the Govemor and the conditions of such 

employment and the wages to be paid were prescribed by the authoriu'es. 

As the above discussion indicates, it was with the abolition of slavery that the role of 

the Amerindian in Guyana was forever changed. Before emancipation the 

Amerindian's basic human rights, cultural sovereignty and territorial authority were 

guaranieed by the European, but in the post-ernanipation period the Amerindian 

became a burden to be controlled or exterminated so that colonial objectives could 
* 

be achieved. Within a few decades of abolition, most of the remaining Amerindian 

population had been stripped of any inherent rights of autonomy and title to land and 

had been forcibly moved to a few srnall plots of reserved Crown land. AI1 arable soi1 

was taken up by European agriculturists. 

In the rninds of the colonists, this appropriation of land was not only expedient, but 

justifiable. The Amerindians of Guyana were not being wrongfully dispossessed, for 

as the Governor of the colony reported to Parliament in Britain, Amerindian's had 

never owned the land because they never "cultivated the lands along the sea or 

shore, nor even those lands on the banks of the Rivers which are selected for 

Cultivation by the European Settlers ..."la9 Thus, as in Belize, the taking of 

- - -  

18' Supra note 143 at 206. 



Amerindian land was justified in light of colonial objectives. lin keeping with the 

ideology of John Locke. these purçuits were on their face legitirnate and justifiable. 

Once no longer needed, the Amerindians of Guyana were characterized as a race 

of lesser developed people, devoid of societal autonomy, who were to be contained 

and controlled so that the Europeans could continue their colonial pursuits 

unimpeded, 



CONCLUSIONS 

Property is a narrative, a persuasive enterprise designed by the dominant sectors of 

society to vindicate particular regimes of entitlement. Its manipulative nature is 

illustrated in Belize by the particular property regimes instituted during British 

colonialisrn. Once settlernent and agricultural developrn&t became the colonial goal, it 

became imperative to establish a daim of ownership that did not violate the existing 

principles of common and international law, but would allow the European settlers to 

legally dispossess native occupants. In order to overcome the legal hurdle to 

possession of foreign soil, as presented by the doctrine of prior occupancy, colonial 

advocates, especially John Locke, began to rewrite the text of property in a manner that 

justified and legitimated appropriation of lands already in the possession of Aboriginal 

occupants. 

Locke depicted proprietary interest as something people could acquire through the 

application of agrarian labour in the pre-monetary state of nature. In doing so, Locke 

provided the theoretical justification for the theft of aboriginal land in the colonial 

territories by settlers. Indeed, Locke wrote a narrative so persuasive it seerned that 
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property originating in agrarian labour was natural, self-evident and irreproachable. 

Under his conceptualization property was signified by enclosure and by European-style 

cuftivation of the land inhabited. As discussed, under the British common law doctrine 

of first possession, prior occupation by the Aboriginal inhabitants of coveted land in the 

colonial territories afforded the natives full rights of ownership unless they abandoned 

their land or a supenor claim could be made out. Given that the colonizers' physical and 

econornic survival depended on their ability to appropriate this already occupied land a 

new conceptualization of property had to be constructed, and a superior claim to 

ownership had to be fashioned in order to ensure the pr<perty needs of colonial society. 

The acts which originate property were rewritten in a manner that ensured prior 

occupation by the native was no longer a sufficient claim to ground a right of ownership. 

Locke's theory effectively excluded anyone who was not the quintessential Devonshire 

famer. 

This definition allowed the European settlers to ciaim they saw nothing in the social 

constructs and land use systems of the natives inhabitants that would suggest the 

Aboriginals enjoyed dominion or entitlement to land. Since no visible proof of ownership 

familiar to European conceptions of property existed, their answer to charges of theft 

and trespass was that these lands belonged to no one. Since the native occupants had 

done nothing to signify their proprïetary daims according to the law of nature. 

This scenario justified the ranking of the Amerindian as lower on the social hierarchy 
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than the European. A necessary consequence of this dichotomy, for Locke and 

European thinkers, was the transcending of the latter state by the former, aiso in 

accordance with the dictates of natural law. It was within this ideological context that 

the Amerindians were displaced from their homelands in order to accommodate 

European colonial interests. 

In Belize the Amerindian was dispossessed by a concept of property instituted 

specifically to encourage a burgeoning large-scaie commercial agricultural industry. In 

Guyana the Amerindian was dispossessed by a rigidly controlled land use and tenure 

regime instituted to protect an already fiourishing agriculfural industry. In Belize the 

socio-economic trigger for the dispossession of the Maya lndians was the upsurgence of 

agriculture. In Guyana it was the abolition of slavery. Regardless of the dissimilar 

causative factors, the institution of property and ownership was constructed specifically 

to serve the needs of the dominant European agriculturalist society in both colonies. 

The success of this persuasive effort was illustrated by the colonial development of 

property and land ownership in Belize and Guyana in the If" and 18'" centuries. The 

alienation of the Amerindians and the continual exploitation of their traditional land for 

extractive industries and commercial agriculture left a legacy of disenfranchisement, 

marginalisation, and abject poverty that continues to strangle Amerindian existence 

today. Contemporaneously, the precarious nature of Amerindian land tenure in modem 

Guyana and Belize, where land has value not only in the economic sense, but also has 
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deeper cultural and religious meanings, continues to threaten long-ten survival. 

The property regimes which arose out of colonialism, the very property regimes that 

continue to deny Amerindians their right to self-detemine, to self-govem and to territorial 

integrity, are by no means inherent or self-evident. These property arrangements were 

quite consciously constructed by colonial advocates, European settlers, and of other self 

interested parties, in order to persuade others of the value of colonialism and the legality 

of the political, economic and property regimes adopted by colonial governments. The 

concepts of property set forth in the Two Treatises have operated to legitimate the 

systematic dispossession of Aboriginal peoples the worlci over. It was the shadow of 

this legacy which not only allowed, but justified the eviction of an entire Amerindian 

village in Guyana, which had been situated in the same site for hundreds of years, a full 

thirty-five years after independence from colonial rule had been achieved. Until al1 the 

myths used to reconstruct the evolution and branching of property entitlement between 

the indigenous populations and colonial interlopers are debunked, this injustice will 

continue. 


